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-ABSTRACT 
An electron paramagnetic resonance study of the ·CH2co2 
radical in irradiated zinc acetate diQydrate has been made. The 
configuration of the radical in the crystalline lattice has been 
determined as nearly planar using a least square$ fit. The HCH 
0 0 
angle was found to be 116.9 ± .3 . The principal elements of 
the oC. -proton hyper fine tenso r s were calculated to be : 
-26.80 + .74, -59.5 9 + .44, -92 . 15 ± .31 for H1 ; -26.41 ± .99, 
-58.98 + .45, -92.7 8 + .20 for H2 . Three principal values of 
the g tensor were s e lected for the best l~ast squares fit: 
2.00242, 2.00353, 2,0042. By experiment and an MO ca l culation 
the radica 1 has been shown to be a,- -electron r~dica 1 with the 
unpaired electron l ocalized on the ~-carbon, Satellite lines 
were observed and int~rpreted as possible " spi~-flip" transitions. 
A temperature dependence of the coupling cpnstants for the 2 
protons was discovered from spectrp taken at room temperature and 
and an analysis of the spectra showed that the barrier to formation 
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1. E. R Th£ or·y - S1.n g l .r· I!J t:al A.pp , oach 
f, • a r ·b n h~v found t::h ' t: irradia ;Lon of c rta.in 
mat r1n l r;~ c 1~ o. L<Hl on o mo pa;rrun 8n ti sp - i s whoa s udy 
u i i .1A. lly 
IJ VJ 
imi d Jn "Or m 1, n on eh h p!!t' '-in in!: r .c · ana, .e . 
OS i b !:1 nud ·"lnd unpd t' d 1 ctrons. 'l'h -
br oad r n~ Un _ @ ou - to h anh t PY 
pt' !'! n is known b i,J" \,l th ~· w _gl ~ )" ~ignall! (4) . Sin 1 
c ys ~h -£ . · h b !H: m O.ft!l of ch€l.rfiet dzin t.h hy r ·in 
l1 , ' 1 ge it h~ ' 1" cli b' 1~ P- lu d b i:rrMdilllti n f in 1 
ys 1 lt\t ic , 
~he x ~n 1 mngn ti fi td ·. n th~n b- lacnted with r ~p c t · 
h d:L ~L 
S1n t: ho fir,!'! appH ut i on O" ESR Sp ctrc!lcapy in 
r!ldia 1. n dum g s ·ud i a abou 14 YMB I! a~a, wor with ain$1 
lil.nd ·h i r 9tt l 1.o 1 Lh ~J t'l tmpl ~o·~ lil.tld.n ~"~ , jd~ l . and · l"t: ,t:ll'l. qn tL"l_tq:rn L d 
a 1 s (6), Th racli ·a l mM b g ~n~~at _d by irr•diation ~ room 
t mp --rtHtr. - 9"!'' l ow - ~m - 't:> BtYt' !l ttnd ~ tiitbi Uty mQy b d~p nd .nt:: 
Pn · u h £a or11 . tl h onvt ontnvfl t !n wh! ' h ~ht:;~ r!ld:l a l WA ~ <;:t'OElt: cl, 
r l:h mo !l l:'adi •tt l ~ 1:1 ·n:. d by w t~•np<.H' MIJ)C irrl;l.dtat:Lo.n do 'n 
no t; n~c c g ,rJ l y nt ' d! hnt ~ uh ~ _ qy ·n~ Wlli'til U'P wUl 'r~IH!L in d . t e! 'L:ion 
'h 'r" ~cl1 : J. p r ocly · d by '.t' CliD e ftl'fJ ·~~tUL. trraditl.t:ion , Th"' _ t\.H.l y 
f wo nHU ~ t~l:,J ln i .r ·racti l'l, t: -d err ~ t11l0 m!!y b 1 ~nh~11 cl by t;:h' foq 
that although both radical s are generated at room tempera ture, 
only one of t he radicals is present a fter l ow temperature 
irradiation. 
Once a radical is genera t ed in a known crystal lattice 
ESR techniques can extract important inf ormation about the radical. 
The measurement of the anisotropic hyperfine interact ions in the 
experimental spectra leads to the determination of one or mor~ 
coupling tensor s . The coupl ing t ensor of t he rad i cal •CH(C02H) 2 
in irradiated ma lonic acid wa s obtained from meas urements of the 
s plittings of resonance lines a t various magnetic field orientations 
(11). The tensor's principal values,which are located along an 
orthogonal set of molecular axes i n the radical, are re lated to 
the coupling t ensor by a similarity trans format i on . Thus the 
orientation of the radical in t he crystal la ttice with res pect 
t o the molecular axis sys tem is partiall~ known, The g tensor 
can be ob tained by comparing the r ad i cal's hyperf i ne sp littings 
with those of a standard whose ESR spectrum is observed at the 
same time. 14 The N splittings of the three lines of peroxylamine 
dis ul fonate i n aqueous solution are used for such purposes (14). 
I t should be mentioned t hat ESR studies o£ single crystals at 
controlled temperatures, after irradia tion at low t empera tures, 
can yield important i nformation about radiation damage processes , 
For further discussion of ESR methods in radiation damage studies 
Morton has an excellent rev i ew on t he subject (12) . 
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1.2 Pr oblem Formulation u s ing Spin Hamiltonian 
In deal ing with a free radical in which a single 
unpair ed e lectron may interact with several nuclei the effec.tive 
spin Hamil tonian (using the nota tion of Slichter) is 
...::..-:= ..... 
S·A· ·I· \ ... (21) 
This expression describes the interaction of nuclei and an 
unpaired electron in an external magne tic fielq for the case of 
quenched orbital angular momentum. The fi rst term represents 
the Zeeman e nergy, the energy of interaction of th~ electron spin 
moment .with the external magnetic fi e ld. ~is the Bohr magneton; 
~ ~ 
S is the electronic spin; and i is the spectroscopic splitting 
tensor. The s e cond term is ~ s urnn1a tion of the Zeeman energies 
of the nucle i where I. is the spin of the ith nucleus and t. is 
~ ~ 
the gyromagneti c ratio of t he ith nucleus. The third term 
represents the summation of the .n rgy of the hyperfine interaction 
~ ~ 
between the •electronic sp in S and the spin of the ith .nucleus I .. 
~ 
A. is the hyperfine interac tion tensor . The last term is better 
~ 
known a s th combined effec t of the isotropic Fermi contact inter-
action and the a nisotropic dipolar i nte raction . 
To obtain i nforma ti on about th · A a nd g tensors experimental 
meas urements must be made on a single crystal in which the radical 
in this cas e has been formed by i rradiation. Fq.:>m the outward 
appearanc e of th crystal a s et of orthogonal axes can be chose~ 
(x , y , z) and he crystal can then be rotat ed with knowledge of 
the positi.on of · the exte r na l magnet ic field with respect to these 
11 
axes. It is possib le to derive values of the elements of the A 
tensor in terms of the x, y, z system of axes (3). The trans-
formation which diagonalizes this tensor will then define the 
relative orientation of the x, y, z system with respect to the 
radical principal or t hogonal ~xes (X, Y, Z). ~ut one cannot 
determine from the ESR spectrum alone which of the principal 
axes is X, Y, or Z. If the crystal stru~t~re of t he molecule 
is known and it is assumed that the orientation of the atoms in 
the radical does not differ with that of the ~noa~aged molecule, 
then these principa l axe~ can be assigned. The investig~tion 
of the radical HCNH3+co; in irradiated glycine ~Y Ghosh and 
Whiffen was greatly enhanced by the known crystal structure o~ 
glycine (8). As in most radicals of this type the carboxyl 
group in the undamaged glyc ine is assumed to be unmoved following 
irradiation (2). This ;i.s not an unlikely possibil:i.ty and is a 
good basi s on which to begin ca lcu la~ions of the direction cosines 
of the radical ' s princ i pal axes with respec t to the crysta l axis 
system. These are the direc t ion cosines that would be qbta ined 
from diagonalizing the A tensor . The principal va l ues of the A 
tensor will lie along the principal axes in the radical. For the 
case of anO(-proton coupling tensor the smallest value of the 
diagonal tensor corresponds to the direction of the C-H bond. 
Thus when the external magnetic fie ld is p~aced along the C-H 
bond the interaction between the dipoles of t he electron and 
nucleus is a minimum. If there are two nuclei with which the 
single unpaired electron can interact then there will exist 2 





The g t.en so:r i s ani s ol!.'opic when the e lectron possesse.s bo t h 
spin and orbi ta l angular momentum (3) . Thus irt the electronic 
Zeeman i n eraction 
-S does not represen t the t r ue spin of the electron since g tensors 
are anisotropic because t he spi is not oriented exac tly along the 
field direc t ion . Th e true Hamil tonian f or the magnetic interaction 
is 
..:. 
where L is the orbital angular momentum. The effects of this 
perturbing Hami ltonian may be represented by an "effect~ve spin 
Hamiltonian" where S is c onsidered as a fictitious spin. An accepted 
treatment is as fo llows : 
').t = Heft • S 
~ __:,. ~ 
Heff :. H • % == 
Now the e l ect on spin will be quantiz ed along the unit vector h 
.. 
where Hg' is t he magnitude of Heff and g' des cr ibes t he effective 
ma gnet i c moment of the mol ecule . Using t he 3 pr ;Ln c i p~ l va lu~s of 
the g tensor (gxx' gyy ' g22 and the direction cosines of t he 
ma gne ti c fi e l d in the princ ipa l axis system C(x' a._y o(z) . 
The princ ipa l axes of the g tens or will nd t nece9sarily 
coinc ide with those of t h hy pe r fine tens or . 
One he g and A tense· s are known t he effec tive s pi n 
Hamiltonian can be us ed t alculate the p_obable trahsitions 
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that will occur and thus the spectrum for a par ticular orientation 
of the external magnetic field can be predicteq. 
1.3 Solution o f the Spin Hami ltopian 
With the A and g tensors for a particular molecule , 
a method must be used to obtain the transition frequencies and 
their probabilities between various energy levels in the molecule. 
One such method can be outl ined as follows: 
a. Consider the interaction of a single 
unpaired e l ectron with n nuclei and form 
the basis functions to be used in set ting 
up t he Hermitian matrix. The basis functions 
will be of the fo rm 
i.e., the product of the electrpn spin function 
and n nucl ear spin functi ons . The matr ix will 
be a square matrix with 2x element s on a side 
where x = number of spin funct ions . 
b. Operate on the terms in the effect ive spin 
Hamiltonian with all required permutations 
of t he basis func tions. The diagonal elements 
are 
< "YY\o;. "(Y\I \ . . . . . "(Y'\1~ I~ \ ~::, 'Y'A:t I • • • • """"~ > 
lt) 
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/ 
The following al ternative solution of the Spin Hami ltonian 
was used by Box (2) in his tr eatment of deuterated glycine, 
+ -ND3CH2coo • The e f fective sp i n Hamiltonian is the same as described 
..>. 
in section 1.2. By ignoring t he components o f S perpendicular to 
.... 
H the energy levels of the spin system are given by 
.... ..... 
where g is the observed g value, SH is t he component of S along H, 
..... ..... -!I. 
and I , h i s the component of I. a long h . where h. i s defined by the 




A, Band Care the pr incipa l values of the hyperfine tensor, Ai. 
..... ..... ..... 
The unit vectors u . , v., w. are the vectors along whi ch each of 
~ l ~ 
t he pr i ncipal values A, B, and C lie in the crysta l axis system. 
The direction cosines of the externa l field with respect to t he 
crystal axes are given by o<.i , l3i, 't i. The relative probab i lities 
of the transitions are f unct ions of the angle between the v ctors 
.... ..... ...::.. 
hi (+) and hi ( - ), the va lues of hi cor r esponding to SH equal to 
+ ~ and - ~ . respect i ve l y . 
A computer program was devel oped using the above theory 
to calcul ate the relative intens ities an4 frequenc i es f or t he 
transitions which occur (23). Interaction are considered b tw en 
a single unpair ed electron and any number of nu lei. Howev r , t he 
orientation of t he radica l in the crys ta l must be known in order 
-" ...... 
to calculate the vectors h i (+) and hi (-). The uni t v tors 
16 
v., w. i:J. t ~• the dir ·t: Uon c(lsin >s which plac:~ h • principd J. 
J. L 
valu of the A tensor along he · rys~al axes. The pr g~am, 
shown in Ap};l nJix 1~ dr> •s not ca l c ulate ~ he g anisdt:r.opi effect: 
2. 00 3. H r Rfte , this program shall be ~eferred 
to as PRED:CGT. 
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2. Bac kground on Zinc Acetate Dihydrate 
Many inves ~igatiornhave been f oqused on th~ hyperfine 
interact ion between 01...- pr otons and a single unpaired electron 
in the 2 p - orbi tal of the centr al carbon atom f or radicals 
z 
such as HC-(COOH) 2 (11). In many of th~ systems studied several 
1T -electron radicals were created by irradiation thus making 
identification of spectra di ffic ult . The •CH2co2 radical has 
been observed with t he NH3+cH2co2 radical i n irradiated glycine 
(13). In working with t he glycine single crystals, Morton 
concluded that the t wo ol- proton coup ling t en~ors of .cH2coo-
have axial symmetry and suggested that t he CH2 group was 
experiencing hi ndered r otati on about the C- C bond . Box and 
Freund demons t rated an a ppli ca t i on of ESR t heory to the r~d ical 
in irradiated gly cine an d had success in as suming the radical 
was planar . Horsfield and co-workers showed that for t he 
•CH2co2H radical i n malonic ac id, the plane of the CH2 group 
was appr oximately perpendicular to the plane of the (C02H) group. 
A value of 116 .5°+5° was obta ined for the HCH ang l e in the 
•cH2co2H radical (9). The principal va l ues of the 2 coupling 
tens ors obtai ned for this radical were 
Hl H2 
-3 0 -37 
- 55 -5 9 
-91 ~ 92 
Morton calculated for the CH2co2 radical (planar) the ~o llowing 
principal values for the coupl i ng tensors, assuming the tensor s 






But Box and Fr eund successfully predic ted a, spectra for the 
planar · CH2co; in glyc ine by using the princ~pal values of the 




Valenti discovere d that the CH2co; radical existed in 
irradiated Zinc Acetate Dihydrate (28) . The radieal was found 
to be stable at room a nd liquid nitrogen temperatures. The 
spectra taken as the temperature wa9 lowered showed the center 
line of the 1 :2,: 1 hyperfine pi;lttern splitting into 2 lines • 
.. 
This confirmed previous observations that a barrier to internal 
rotation must exist (13). The use of 1st orde( perturbation 
theory yielded t he principal values of t he two 0(-prot on 
coupling tensor s but the spec t r a was t;qo complex f0r a,ny further 
analysis with this theory. This was th~ mot iv11tion for Cj. complete 
invest i ga ti on o f t he cH2co; radi ca l, but ::;pecifica lly: (a) to 
expla i n the suspe c ted anis tropic 1=ffec t::; i n the complex spectra 
-for various orientations of t he, ext ernal magpet i c field; (b ) t o 
predict by a t h e ore tical calc ulation the exact sp~ctra of the 
CH2co2 r adical ; (c ) to ob tain not only the bes t princ i pal value s 
of the A a p.d g t ensors bu t the correct orientation of the radical 
19 
i n the crysta l within the er ror limits of a least squares fit; 
and (d) t hen to pr epare Zn( CH2Dco2) 2 · 2H2o crys t al s for exchange 
rate and barr i er studies. 
The ori entation of t he radica l in the crysta l was calculated 
by starting with the informa tion given by van Nieki rk, et. al (18). 
The cry stal s t ructur e of Zn(CH2co2) 2 ·2H2o i s monoc linic with space 
group C 2/c and uni t cell dimensions of a 14 . 5, b = 5. 32, c = 11.02 
angstroms with ~= 100° (Figure 1). The Zn atoms li e on a 2-fold 
axis and alth ough there are 4 formula uni t s p~r un i t cell, only 
two magnet ica lly inequivalen t s ites exi s t. The re l ationship o f 
the orthogona l axis system t o t he cell axi s sy s tem i s 
a= s i n):; x + cosf3 c 
. b y 
c = z 
X will also be refer r ed to a s a* . Wi t h thes e r elationships the 
coordinates of t he a t oms in the x, y , z system wer e calculated 
to be 
X y z 
Zn o. o . 665 2 . 755 
01 1.014 1 . 064 .868 
02 1.471 2 .250 2 .683 
cl 1. 613 2.12 8 1. 314 
c2 2. 614 2. 804 .454 
20 
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, ___ c __ ""~ z 
Figure 1 . The orthogonal crystal axis system (xyz or a*bc ) 
and its relationship to the crystalli~e axi s 
system (abc). 
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The vectors for the distances be t ween these atoms were 
calculated and when normalized became direct ion cosines of 
the vector with respect to t he crystal axis ~yst em . Thus for 
example: 
(.6751, . 4559, - .5800) 
(.2062, . 5352, . 8191 ) 
The angle between the c1-c2 bond and t he co2 plane is 15° 
...:.. (Figure 2). At thi s point t he assumpt ion was made that Vc 1c2 
is unchanged during radiati on damage to the crystal. Then the 
HCH plane was arbitrarily set up t o ~nclude the c1-c2 bond 
and to be parallel to Vo1- o2 • The planar conf iguration was 
chosen since Valent i could not exp lain his results using the 
perpendicular model (28). The per pend icular mode l was not 
ruled out. 
A vector perpendicular to the CH2 plane is · 
... .... ... 
v~ = VoloZ X Vclc2 = (- .6878 , .6755 , -. 2685) 
The directions of the C-H bonds were establ ished assuming 
an HCH angle of 120° . 
..,. _,. .... 
Vp = Vc 1c2 x V~ = (.2 694, .5802, .7696) 
_. .... 
• 5Vc 1c2 + 3/2 Vp = (-.1043 1 .27 45 , .9565) 
.... ...... 
- .5Vc 1c 2 - 3/2 Vp = ( -.5709, -. 7305, -.3765) 
Since the principal values of an ol-proton coupl ing tensor change 
very lit tle f rom one saturat ed hydrocarbon to another (if delocali~-
ation of the odd electron is not critica l) , thos e values measured 








Loca tions of the hyper!ine axes in the •CH2C02 r adical (planar configuration). 
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A -2 9. 
B -61. 
c -91. 
Figure 2 shows the CH2co; rad i ca l and the a ssumed orientation 
of the molecule with the princ i pal axes ass igned a s shown . 
The principa l values A, B, C, wer e des ignated to be a l ong the 
C-H bond, the pz orbital axis, and in the CH2 plane, perpendicular 
~ ~ 
to the C-H bonds. These dir ec tions correspond to vectors u, v, 
-->. 
and w in the crysta l axi s system. Thus t he direc t ion cosines 
for the A tensor were calculated t o be 
X y z 
ul -.1043 .2745 • 9565 
v l -. 6878 .6755 -. 2685 
wl .7194 .6849 -. 117 5 
u2 -.57 09 - . 7305 - .3765 
v2 -.6878 .6755 - .2685 
w2 .4500 . 1047 - .887L 
24 
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3 • Ex per im an ta 1 
3.1 Cr owi ng of crystals 
Var i ous methods wer e us ed to grow the ~rystals needed 
for us e i n the spec trome t er . All of the methods depended on 
the slow evapora tion of water from saturated aqueous solutions. 
A 2.5:1 ma s s ratio of the zinc acetate to water worked best. 
A 115 ml solution in a 600 ml beaker resulted in well formed 
crystals but r equired £rom 2- 7 days. If watch glasses are 
used, crystal ~ ·can be grow~ overnight easily . Usually the 
above proc edur s are successful only on the firs t cycle because 
pf the contamina tion of the solution on standing. 
· Another proven method was a dd i ng ZnO to 3-3.5 g con-
centrated acetic acid i n 80-100 ml H20 until a neutral solution 
resulted (no excess ZnO shoul d be add~d). The solution was 
allowed to stand in a 15 0 ml beak r f or 48-72 hours with the 
"hood" s lid i ng wi ndow 1 in h above the beaker. Perfect crystals 
were produced ev ty · time t h is method was tried. 
Aceti t anhydride and ZnO were us ed together with n2o 
to obtain t he crys tals for study of the ~ £feet on the sate llite 
lines ob aer ved in he s pectra . The crysta l s (Zn (CH3co2 ) 2 ·2D20) 
were grown by s low evaporation of th s olut ion f,rom watch glasses. 
3. 2 I dent i f ication of C ·ysta1 Axe s 
3. 2 .1 X- Ray Diffr tion 
Th ~)Utwa d a ppearanc e f the monoclinic crysta l s 
of zinc a ce t ate dihydr a e show d c learly whi h axis wa~ the b axis, 
the two-fol d i ·• But t i n s u e that t hi s iden t i.f ication wa-s 
corre an -r· di£ r ae ion pa tern was taken on an oscillation 
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photograph. The crys tal was glued to a glass fiber so that 
the incident x-ray beam wa s perpendicular to the assumed b axis, 
The crystal was rota t ed about t he b axis and a ph otograph was 
taken. From the distances between the layer lines in the photo-
graph the repeat distance of the Bravais lat tice a long the 
direction of the b ax is was obta ined. By a simple calculation 
using Braggs Law the length of the unit cell a long the b axis 
was found to be 5.18A 0 , which compared favorably with the value 
(5.32A0 ) found by van Niekirk, et. al. , for the unit cell dimension 
along the b axis (18 ) . 
3.2.2 Crys t al Ali gnment 
The orientation of the crystal in the spectro-
meter cavity was cri t ical in order to determine the precise 
location of the magnetic field wi th respect to the crystal axis 
system . Two angles of rotation were needed to compl e tely describe 
the }-dimensional sy s tem . The crys tal was rotated about one angle 
in the cavity but the other angle was varied outs i de the cavity. 
A Baush and_ Lomb mic r oscope was se t up with a revolving platform 
as a work pedestal. The t urntable was calibrated such that 1 
revolution= 360 uni t s or degrees. The crys tal was mounted on a 
quartz rod (28) with the (1 00 ) face paral le l to the axis of the 
rod . The rod was clamped to t he pedestal so t ha t t he crys tal was 
centered on the turntab le and t he rod itself was positioned 
perpendicular to a t angent on the periphery of the turntab le. 
The crystal wa s orien t ed on the rod by locating the b axis with 
respect t o t he axi s of the rod with the aid of an eyepiece with 
crosshair s . Th e ax i s of the rod wa s positioned pa rallel t o one 
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of the crosshairs . The turntabl~ was rotated the desired amount 
in degrees and the edges of the crystal parallel to the b axis 
were lined up with the reference crosshair. 
3.3 Radiation Dosage 
The single crystals were exposed to x-irradiation at 
50KV and 20 rna from 2-4 hours using a molybdenum target. The 
crystals were placed on scqtch tape and mounted in the open windows 
of the x-ray machine allowing the port covers to be closed at all 
times. The irradiations were made at room tempe~ature. 
3.4 ESR Spectrometer 
The ESR spectrometer used was a Varian V-4502-13 with 
aFieldial V-Fr 2503 magnetic field regulation and q nine inch 
magnet, using 100 KC modulation, and a conventional -refLection 
type cavity equipped with a Varian variable temperature control 
unit. 
The quartz rods on which the crystals were mounted had 
two flats ground parallel to each other on both ends of the rod. 
The end opposite the mounted crystal was clipped to an angle 
indicator positioned over the center of the spectrometer cavity. 
It was estimated that the angular position of the crystal could 
be measured accurately within± 1° with this apparatus (28). 
The crystal was positioned in the Y'Z plane by use of 
the mfcroscope. The angle of rotat:i,on was designated as ( ~) 
and the angle of rotation corresponding to the angle ind~cator 
above was called (&) (Figure 3). All spectra taken were labeled 
by (~) for easy identification. The crystal was mounted with 
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Figure 3. Single crys tal of Zn(CH3C02)2•2H20 mounted on a 
quar tz rod wi th the b axis coincident with the 
axis of the rod. Crystal rotated by ~ and rod 




it s x ax i s ex t ending i nto the rod and perpendicula r to the axis 
of the rod. A complete data run was made by starting with the 
magnetic field a long the -x axis((g) direction) and incrementing 
by 15° until the field was (llong the +x axis - this was done fo:r 
¢ = 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90 degrees. Each spectrum was displayed 
on an x-y plotter and 'the magnetic field reading for each line 
was taken from a gauss field dial on the spectrometer. 
I' 3.5 Synthesis of Zn (CH2Dco2) 2 ·2H20 
Ethy lene oxide(C~~CH~ was chosen as one of the starting 
materials because its ring is easily opened by a suitable reducing 
agent (7). LiAlD4 was chosen as the reducing agent and the follow-
ing r eaction was carried out in a 500 ml, 3-necked flask immersed 
in an ic e bath; 
+ L;/'·.1 04 ~fC H2 DC H~ 0-) (~ :~ 
~ H2.D)H~sot 
4CH2 DC H2 0 H + sv I fAtes 
The solvent used was tr ig lyme [}, 2-Bis (2-me thoxyethoxy) ethane~ 
since its boiling point (220-225°C) was well above that of water 
and CH2DcH20H. The solvent was purified by first using KOH pellets 
qnd l e tting solution stand for 72 hours. Arproximately 250 ml 
was pour ed into a distillation flask and 6 g LiAlH4 was added. 
After the initial reaction of the H2o and LiAlH4 had subsided, 
the solution was distilled under vacuum to obtain the high boiling 
triglyme . The operating pres sure was .43 mm Hg. The distilling 
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temperatur e was 61 - 62°C. 50 ml of the solvent was then placed 
in the 3-necked fl ask, with 3 g of LiAlD4 • The ethy l ene oxide 
was added to 50 ml of chilled t riglyme in a 250 ml round bottomed 
flask on a "top loader" balance so that the ethylene oxide could 
be added by weight . 12.5 g of ethy l ene oxide was added to the 
triglyme and the s olution was poured into a dropping funnel on 
the reaction vesse l . The solution was alloweq to run into the 
flask slow ly~ A condenser was placed on the react ion vessel with 
a 0°C water flow in order to minimiz e the loss of ethy lene oxide 
0 (b.p.lO C). After the reac tion appeared complete, 58 ml of 
3M H2so4 was added and the increase in vis cosity that resulted 
indicated that the sulfates were coming out of s olut ion. The 
CH2DcH20H and water were distilled over at a temperature range 
0 
of 78 to 102 • Yie lds wer e calculated to be around 96% giving 
approximately 13 g of CH2DcH20H in the water alc ohol mixture. 
The deuterated a l cohol was then added slowly by burette 
to an oxidizing mixture of 
40.7 ml H2so4 
56. 2 g K2cr2o7 
212 .0 ml H20 
in a 3-necked fl ask immers ed in an ice bath. The follow ing 
reaction took place while keeping the solution in the vicinity 
'3 Crl z. DCH2 0H + 2 Kc.C'r~07 + 8 H2.SD4 
3CH'2DCDOH + 2 k, so'!- +2 Cr'2 ( 504\,-r II H-cO (i.O) 
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Th e solution was refluxed for 5-10 minutes and then the CH2DCOOH 
and water were distilled over at 100°C. Yie lds ranged from 65 to 
75% giving 10-12 g of the acid. 
ZnO was added to 85 ml of the acid solution (3-3.5gCH2DCOOH) 
until t he solution turned neutral but not cloudy (excess ZnO). 
The slow evaporation of the product solution from a 150 ml 
beaker produc ed the needed crystals for ESR study . 
Vapor-phase chromatography was used to identify the alcohol 
and acetic ac id in their product solutions and the peaks in comparison 
to those of a standard were indicative of relative amounts present 






Fi gure 4 . Bend ing vibrations of the CH2 group in t he •CH2C02 
r adi cal. 
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4 • Prob l em Sol ut i on and .... pectt·al Analysis 
4 . 1 Charac t erization of the ·CH2co2 ra~ical 
4.1 .1 Theoretical Formula tion 
The ma in computer pro gram deve l oped in this 
inves t iga tion wa s construc t ed a r ound two ma in subprograms; 
(a ) a me thod fo r prediction of the transit ion fr equencie s and 
i ntensi t ies (PREDICT) ; a nd (b ) a l east squares me~ hod f or 
obta ining t he best f i t be t ween calcu l a t e d and obs erved frequen c i es . 
This ma ip pro gram s ha ll be here~f t er refe r red to as OPTIM. The 
me thod f or predict ion of t ransi tion f r equenc i es and intensitie s 
wa s available in PREDl CT and the inpu.t to this program required 
a precise orientat i on of the CH2 gro up . A change in this ori en-
tati on produced a change i n the predicted transit ion frequenc i e s 
and intens i tie s beca use of a s imul taneous cha nge i n t he direc ti on 
co sines. Thus a mean s o f describing t he location of t he CH2 gr oup 
wa s needed i n or der to per fo rm a ny repe t i tive calc ulation suc h as 
a l east squar e s f it . The us e of a l east squares fit r equi r ed that 
certain parame t ers be c hosen a nd t he angl e s conc erned with the 
l ocation of t h e CH 2group wer e consider ed good ch oi ces . The s e lec ti on 
of pa r ameters was based on the cri t er i a of a t l ea s t de t ermin i ng 
whe ther the CH2 gr oup was p lanar or per pe ndic ular to t he r e s t o f 
t he mole cu l e. The t wist of the CH2 group was then chosen a s t he 
f i rst pa r ame t e r which involved a r ot a ti on about the C- C bond . 
(Figur e 4) Three mor e pa r amete rs were cho s en t o acc ount f or t h e 
wa g , fl a p , and HCH angle of t he CH2 gr oup . The re l a tionsh i p of 
t he se three parame t ers to the d i rect ion cosine s o f the CH2 princ i pa l 
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axes were solved by using a similarity transforma t ion techni que. 
Any random vector (a, b, c) can be rota ted to a position along 
the z axis by the following trans formation 
1?_ _.2,. 0 0.. 0 d d 
Q.C be. 
-d b 0 
ct d 
Q b c c. 1 
The following matrix multi plications illus trate the forma t i on of 
a transformation matrix which wil l rotate any other vector a 
number of degrees 9 about the vector (a, b , c) • 
..12._ f!:...~ 0.. c oc;, e SIN e 0 0.. 
~ c\ d 
0 
-~ be. b ~SINe c. o~ 9 0 ~ d ~ d d 
0 -d c. 0 0 1. b c 
This transformat ion was permitted to operate on t he direction 
cosines of the g and A tensors for eac h value of twist , wag, and 
flap. The direction cosines were upda ted each time a new set of 
parameters was ca l culated . The HCH ang l e was not involv~d in a 
rotation but was us ed to s ~ t up the p lanar configuration for 
each n ew set of parameter s. This configuration was assumed because 
i nitia l calculat ions using PREDICT showed t he planar form to yield 
the more correct "stick spectrum" . 
PREDI CT was modified t o include t he ca l culation 
of an effective g va lue which was neces sary due to the 2 magnetica l ly 
inequiva l ent sites of Zn(CH3co2) 2 · 2H2o fo r orientations of the 
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magnetic f "eld in other than t e xz plane. The transi ti onal 
frequencies computed by PREDICT for each site were shifted 
upfi eld or downfie ld depending on the effe~tive g value. The 
calculation of an effective g value was made in section 1.2 . 
The principal values of the g tensor used as initial parameters 
in this investigation were 2 .0020, 2 . 0042, and 2.0034, which 
were values corresponding to directions perpendicular to the 
CH 2 group, parallel to the C-C bond, and in the plane of the 
CH 2 group perpendicular to the C-C bond. Due to their import-
ance these variables were also selected as possible parameters 
a~ong with the 6 principal values of the 2 coupl ing tensors. 
Both coupling tensors were included because other work has snown 
that hyperfine coupling with 01... -protons is highly anisotropi c (16), 
but the principal value s are expe cted to be similar (3). 
The transitional frequencies computed by PREDICT 
were placed in a ma trix to be used to calculate diffe rences be tween 
selected frequencies . These differences were then compared with 
observed differences taken f rom the experimental s pectra and the 
results formed a referenc e matrix to be used in the l a st s quares 
fit, which wa s developed for us e with linear or non linear equations, 
In this investigation a highly non linear situation was assumed to 
exist and the derivat ive ma trix was formed by varying eac h paramet er 
only a small amount . The mathematical fonnqlati on of the least 
squares method is as f ollows : 
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E. error be tween calcula t ed and obs e rved value -ith point 
1. 
ith calcu lated point yi 
0 yi ith point, obs erved va lue 
a. jth independent parameter 
J 
d .. =~.)y . /~ a. 
l.J 1. J 
The l east squares r estrict ion : 
~ d:.\, E.: + f. d·. d 'I. l::i. a.· = 0 4-l. "' .. • • L ~ L" J '"• ~ 
~ dk'\.. e:~+Zd~·d·· b. a·=O I. • • r.l. l..J .I ~.» 
Define D = matrix of e l ements dij 
E column matrix of e lements f i 
= column matrix of elemen ts ~ a. 
J 
D 1 E + D 1 D f:::..x = 0 
A -1 Thus~x =- (D 1D) D1E 
The matrix Ax represents t he best change in each i ndep ndent param t er 
for the best fit of the data. 
The elements of this matrix were added to the corres ponding origi nal 
parameter s and the entire pr ogram of OPTIM was repeate d until successive 
iterat i ons produced only very small chang s in t he parameters . The 
der ivative matrix (d .. ) was genera ted by introducing incremental lJ 
changes in each parameter while holding others con s tant and calculat i ng 
the resulting effect on the differences between the trans i tion frequenc ies, 
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Figure 5. Stereographic net used to catalogue magnetic 
field orientations. 
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A measure of the uncertainty in each par~eter 
can be calculated using a probabalistic approach. From t he 
least squares analysis the best changes in each parameter for 
the best fit were 
-1. ~x:. (D' D) D'E 
If there were no error involved 
E = D6.~ 
where E = calc - obs points 
but, in general, E = Dl:::.x + e 
Uncertain t y in ~'X.=(/:::>..~) 
"True" value of A'/.. :. AX 
l'v Value ofAK at some time is ~~ 
~ A I (D..x') = Average of (6'1<.- C:..'l<.) (b.~ - A'I-..J 
=Average of ~D' DY~ D'E. -A'A] KD'Df~ D' E -A~ ' 
= (D'Dfd. D' (Av~ of ee') D(D'D)-.1. 
= a-z CD'or.1 
where cr 2 is the standard deviation squared (avg of ee '), 'l'hia 
expression shows t ha t i f D'D is diagonal then the errors are truly 
determined. 
4 .1. 2 Dat a Obtained 
With the crysta l mounted as d ~ s eribGd in a~etion 
3 . 4, ESR spectra were taken at 15° increments of 9 and 0. For a 
corresponding va lue of 9, 0 was varied from 0° to 180° and th~ 
resulting number of possible magnetic f ield orientations was 79. 
The number of spectra was so ext ensive that a st0rQo8r aphie n~t was 
used to ca ta l ogue the dif "erent orientations (;). A typical Wulff 
net i s shown in Figure 5 wi th t he crystal axil! syshm l~ib~l~d and 
some of the fie l d orientati on~!~ indicated. 
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TABLE I . Data us ed f or t h2 l east squares f i t . 
Fi e l d . ie ld Di a l Differenc es Fi e ld Fi e ld Dia l Differenc es 
Orienta t ion Reading* Taken Orientation Rea ding~'< Taken 
(9~) 20. 50s 29.78 (1~0) l7.84s 20.96 30. 84s 10. 34 38.80s 26.61 
50. 28s 44 . 45s 
60 .6 ls 65 . 38s 




58 . 50w 48.30w 
63.2 0s 56. 95w 
61. 84s 
(1~5) 22 . 20s 40. 58 27.45w (~~) l3.50s 19 . 39 36. 80w l7 . 40s 15 .49 
42. 49 s 27.80w 29. 21 
48 . 12w 32.89s 
57 .20w 37.88s(2) 
62 . 78s 42 .8 l s 
62.00s( 2) 
(1~0) 21. 60s 17.70 26. 0lw 24. 09 (~~) 12 .54s 18. 31 34 . 29w 17 . 98s 31.75 
39 . .3 0s 25. 7 8w 12 . 87 
45 .69s 30.85s 26 . 31 
50 . 23w 39.49s(2) 
48 .68w 44.29s 
63.2 9s 49 . 26w 
62. 10s(2 ) 
(1~5) 20. 1.6s 18. 12 24. 95w 26 . 07 ( ~~) 1. 2 . 08s 17 . 58 33 . 1.9w 18.43s 32.69 
38. 28s 24.84w 11 . 23 
4-6 . 23s 29.66s 26.3 4 
51. 02w 34. 7lw 
59 . 38w 39.6ls(2 ) 
64-. 22s 44. 77 s 
49 . 54w 
6l.83 s (2) 
~'<Gaus s fi e ld d i a l on s p ct r ome t r . 
Readings t aken fr om a 1.00 ga uss sweep. 
s, s tr ong; w, weak; ( ) , no . of lines over l a ppi ng. 
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Field Field Dial Differences Field Fie ld Dial Differences 
Orientation Reading~'<' Taken Orientation Reading~'< Taken 
(~~) 11. 90s 17.42 ( 120) 30 .85s(2) 10 . 02 17.40s 32.71 15 46 .40s 
28.32s 11.92 51. 25s(2) 
38.90s(2) 27 . 21 56 .42s 
44.6ls . 72 .00s(2) 
61.25s(2) (i;o) 26. 19w 41.61 G~) 12.40s 17.80 31.39s(2) 16 . 09s 19.37 47 .08s 
24.46w 14.11 51. 40s 
30.02s 56.30s 
35.46s 68 .66w 
41. 09s 73 .00s(2) 
56. 03w 
61. 00s (2) (i~5) 25 .5lw 43 .75 
(~;) 
30 .20s(2) 
22.80s 4. 15 48 .63s(2) 
26.95s 56 ,30s(2) 
46 .20s(2) 69.00w 
54.60s(2) 73 .95s(2) 
69. 30w (~~ ) 75.65s(2) 21. 70s 55.93 28 .18s 51.90 
(~~) 23.20s 53.00 47 .03s(2) 49.45 28.00s 44. 45 51. 35s 
43.68s(2) 48.20 55 .25s 
50. 63w 68 .60w 
56.00s(2) 73 .60s 
72. 45s 77. 63s 
7 6. 20s 
( ~~) 21. 58s 55.56 (~;) 25.10s 49.98 29 .63s 42.62 30.lls 40.42 45.2 6s(2) 50.67 
42.25s(2) 45.43 53 .40s 47.51 
57.99s(2) 44.97 56 . 78s 
70.53s 72. 25s 
75.08s 77 .14s 
~~;) 30.lls(2) 15.20 ( ~~ ) 23 .37s 53.38 43.27s 30. 56s 40 .84 
47. 04w 44 .63s(2) 48.03 
58.47s 55.7 8s(2) 
71.73s(2) 71. 40s 
76.7 5s 
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Field Fie ld Dial Di fferences Field Field Dia l Di ffe r ences 
Or ientation Reading* Taken Orientation Reading7< Ta ken 
(l~~) 16 . 30s 12.15 (lz~) 2l.00s(2) 25.50 l 9.80s 34.60s 26 . 00 
33.25 s 39.40s 30.30 
39.25s(2) 46.48s(2) 
45 .40s 60.60s 
58.80s 64.90s 
62 . 30s 
(lz~) 14. 80w 16.35 (l;~) l2.90w 12 . 08 2l.78s(2) 30 .30 l8.60s(2) 0.00 33.45s 
33.32s 40.97s 
39 .52s (2) 44. 90s· 
45 . 40s 49.80s 
60.40s( 2) 60. l3s 
63.75s 
(~;) 21. 40s 56.79 29.80s 25.05 (i~~) l3.l3w 14.57 49.25s(3) 43.80 l9.50s(2) 
54.85s 33.45 32.86s 
73.60s 52.20 4l.l9s(2) 
78.19s 43.39 47.43s 
23 . 34 6l.87s(2) 
67 . 30w 
(~~) 21. 32s 57.28 30.95s 24.80 ( ~~) 26.05s 21.50 47 . 84s(3) 41.95 29 . 36s 
... 55. 75s 34.41 48 . 05s 
72.90s 9.63 53. lOs 
7 8. 60s 51.58 76.30s(2) 
47.65 
22.87 (~~) - 23. 50s 23.47 30.5ls 16.91 
(~~) 22 .76s 55.54 47.42s 7 . 01 31. 60s 41.10 53 . 58s(3) 
48 . 30s 46.90 74 .93s 
53.92s (2) 8.64 78.00 
72 . 70s 49 .74 
7 8 .50s (~~) 22.10s 25 . 68 31.37 s 56 .45 
(l~;) l 7 .90s 48 .27 47.78s 42.58 32.90w 27.70 52.82s(3) 47. 18 
38.38s(2) 73. 95s 51 .85 




Field Field Dial Differences Field Field Dial Di££erenc ~s 
Orientati on Reading?'~ Taken Orientation Reading* 'hktH!. 
(~~) 21. 60s · 25.85 U~) 2.3.55~ 21.83 31. 42s 56.35 .30.30!Jl 14.70 
48.54s 41.85 45.00s 6.75 
52. OSs (3) 46.98 51. 90s (2) 
73.08s 51.48 74 .59s (2) 
78.40s 9.82 ( i;) 21. 95s 21 .95 (~;) 22.15s 55.10 30 . 70s 54 .87 31. lOs 41.32 43.90s 42.02 
49.85s(3) 46 .56 51.82s(2) 13.20 
72 .08s 49.63 72.72s 8.75 
77.56s 8.85 76 .82s so. i7 
46.12 
(1~;) 17.40s 49.08 21.85s 11.80 (~~) 21. 40s 22.81 33.65 s 32.83 30.28s 55.25 
41.80s(2) 44.21s 41.90 
49. 30s 52. 04s(3) 13.93 
61. 00s 67.45w 8.88 
66.48s 72. 18s 50. 78 
7 6. 65s 4~.37 
(1~~ ) 20.90s(2) 19 .38 31. 62s 29.48 ('5) 23.27 s 53. 48 42.05s(2) 34 .04 75 30.96s 42. 16 
51. OOs 14.66 47.48s 46.39 
61. lOs 54. 40s(2) 49.25 
65.66 s 59.5 0w 
72.52 s 
(1~;) 19.85s(2) 19.70 76.7 5s 30.10s 
41.47s(2) (120) 19.00s( 2) 19.75 49.80s . 75 29.7S s 34.15 
62.35s 41.38s(2) 
68 .SOw 49.50s 
63.90s 
(1~~ ) 18.32s 15 .63 21. 30s (13~) 10.10w 18.42 32. 60s. 75 18.90s 
42.30s(2) 29. Us 
48.23s 40 .67s(2) 
63.15s(2) 47.55s 
6L6os(2) 
(i~) 25.80s 21.06 29.80s 16.92 (150) 11. 10w 15,52 41 . lOw 4.08 75 16.28£ 31.02 
46.72s 20.408 11.40 
52.2 6s(2) 31.80s 
55 .23s 41.47s(2) 




Field Field Dia l Di ffe r ences Field Field Dia 1 Differences 
Orienta ti on Reading>'< Ta ken Orientation Reading'>'< Taken 
(~~) 27.48s 46 . 04 31. 30s 38 . 65 
42 . 20s(2) 42.22 
58 . 75s(2) 42.47 -
69.95s 
73.52s 
(;~ ) 26.30s 49 . 90 31. 20s 40.40 
45. OOs (2) 45.00 
57 . 07s(2) 45.30 
71. 60s 
7 6 . 20s 
(~~) 25.20s 52 . 65 31. 86s 40 . 64 
47 . 60s(2) 45.99 
53 . 90s (2) 47 . 30 
72.50s 
77. 85s 
(~~) 24 . 42s 52 . 48 30 . 88s 40 . 96 
42. 03w 46 . 02 




76·. 90s · 
( ;~ ) 25: 67-s 51.16 30. 22s 42 .5 9 
45 . 55s 46.61 
48 . 85s 47 . 14 
53.87s 
57 . 77s 
72 . 8ls 
76.83s 
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Each spect r um wa s a naly z ed wit h the aid of the 
"stic k s pectrum" pred.icted by PRED I CT for a particular fi eld 
orientati on. The "stick s pectrum" was p lot ted after arb i trar ily 
a s s i gning sites 1 and 2. Th e b est lines were se l ected fo r 
taking d ifferences; some s pectra we r e n o t us e d because of t oo 
~uch over l ap. Differences were t a k e n within each s ite a nd between 
the 2 sites . These differen ces ar e tabulated in Tab le I fo r each 
s pe ct r um t hat was usable in ob t a i n ing the lea s t squares f it . The 
gauss fi e ld dial readings (from spe c trometer ) t a ke n for e ach 
e xp e rimenta l spectrum are a l so tabula t e d . These r e adings c orrespond 
t o the r e l ative positions of resolv able line s in a 100 gauss swee p . 
0 
The e x per imental s pectra we r e t a ke n a t 133 K at a magneti c f ield 
o f 3210 + 50 gauss. 
4.1 . 3 Correlation o f da ta with Th e ory 
The experimen t al spe c tra f or selected fie l d 
ori en ta ti on s are shown in Figures 7- 9. The pred icted s p e ctra 
are plotte d a l so to show t he c l ose f i t t h a t wa s ob t ained by 
l east s q uaring the differences taken . Altho ugh 3 i teration s 
were used , the most significant con vergence of OPTI M occur r e d 
in the f i rst i teration. The best fi t was ob t ained using 166 
di fferenc es selected from 55 differ ent field orien t ation s. 
More tha n one crystal is represented by these data and i t was 
s i gni ficant t hat two different irrad iated crystals did no t 
d iffer in their spec tra and the di f ferences obtained were wi th-
i n ± . 5 gauss of each other . After 3 iterat i ons of the lea s t 






Errors if ~oupling constants for the methylene~ 
protons \iJ1n •OR2002 for a 10 error in angle ~ • 
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observed differences was as fo l lows: the error differences 
are read by rows and corres pond to the same order as t he 
observed differenc es in Table I. 
.35 - .01 .26 -.48 .25 .12 -. 21 -.10 
-.09 -.28 .22 ,30 .77 - .49 .28 .13 
-.19 - . 34 .11 .29 -.22 -.03 -. 15 .08 
-.22 .01 -.32 -.06 .26 -.37 -. 45 .30 
-.30 - . 56 .57 .34 - .33 .23 - .35 -.32 
.04 . 27 .03 .39 -.09 .22 -.04 -.08 
.26 . 14 -.3 0 .04 .12 .28 .84 .31 
.14 - .09 .45 ,32 ,22 -.oo - .14 .09 
- .55 - . 20 - .44 .09 -. 11 -. 00 .53 .20 
- .37 - . 03 .23 - .14 .25 .22 - . 04 .61 
- .02 - . 11 .53 , 30 .49 .38 -. 14 - .13 
- . 47 .oo .11 ,02 .10 - .01 .48 .56 
- .26 .07 -. 03 .04 .53 -.13 .35 - . 03 
- .13 - .04 .87 - .14 .28 .26 - .06 - .34 
- .so . 26 - .21 .34 - .49 -.64 - .26 .oo 
- .33 - .64 .23 - .10 -.23 ,00 - .41 -.78 
- .88 . 16 -.33 - .45 - .29 - .43 - .31 .38 
• 02 ,05 -.68 -. 44 - . 11 • 71 .46 .24 
- .48 .82 .04 .31 .07 - .48 - .so .10 
- .10 - . 36 -. 09 - .36 .34 -.08 .38 • • 12 
- .36 .so .07 .06 
The standard deviati n for this data was alc ulat d to be .335 gauss. 
The angle 0 nvolved in the rotation of the crystal in the a pee t ro-
meter and defini ng the center of a transit ion were considered the main 
sources of error. An er·ror analysis using the proton coupling constants 
is shown in Figure 6. The errors i n the coupling cons tants for protons 
1 and 2 for 0 a 1 err r in angle 0 are displayed on a Wul ff ne t for 
selected orientations. In general , as the angl e varies, t he error 
in one coupling cons ant inc eases whi le the error in t he other 
coupl ing constant decreases , An average error ea imate or each 
coupling constan is± .15 gauss, The coupling constants for fi ld 
orientations close to he b and c axes are very s naitive to changes 
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direction the coupling constants are very insensitive to change. 
Here the fi eld vector is entering the plane perpendicular to the 
b axis where both sites are equivalent . Spec t ra taken with the 
field close to or along the b axis were the most sensitive t o an 
error in 0. The effect of an error in 9 on the coupling constants 
was found to be negligibl e . 
The error in defining the center of each t r ans -
ition was estimated as ± .20 gauss which makes t he total error 
estimate=± .35 gauss . This is comparable to the standard 
deviation obtained in OPTIM. 
4.1.4 Results 
The parameters obtained using the data shown 
· in Table I are listed below With the uncertainty calculated fo r 
each value: 
Orientation of the CH2Co2 radical 
Twist - 5.25° 
Wag - 5.00° 
Flag - 9.88° 
LHCH 116.90° 




















I ~II I 
Direction Cosines for: 
Hl ( .547, . 722, .423 ) 
( .768 , - .634, .088) 
(- .332, -.276, .902 ) 
H2 ( . 048, - .081, -. 996) ( .768, - .634, . 088) 
( • 638 , • 769, -. 032 ) 
The direction oosines for Hi and Hz are related to the direction 
0 
cosines for H1 and H2 by a 180 rota tion about the b axis , 
The smallest of the principal values for t he 
coupl ing tensors re ·lected the largest uncertainties. These 
quantit ies represent the interaction along the C-H bonds . 
Only ten of th thirteen parame ers were detern; ined 
with assurance that the parameters were act ua lly independ ent . Using 
a ll 3 principal values o· the g tensor as paramet -rs gave rra ic 
result s . In evaluating the indepen ence of only 2 g vatu s s para-
meters a diagonalization was performed on t he P'D matrix ound i n 
the least squares calculation which included the 2 g valu s s 
parameters. The large spread of t he eigenvalu s which ul d 
was indicat ve o questionable independence. This could h v n 
avoided by choosing numbers of h same magnitude as the prin pal 
values of the coupling tensors and representing the g values i n 
terms o these more approp i e numbers. Rowev r a un w s mad 
using 12 paramet rs and the principal values of th g t nsor b 
gxx • 2,002 42 ± .00004 
g.YY • 2,00353 ± .00006 
8zz • 2.00420 was fixed and no varied. 
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TABLE II . Parameters obtained -from least squares fit. 
PARAMETERS 1 2 3 I 4 5 
-
Twist - 4.79 - 5.26 - 5.25 - 6.30 - 5.18 
Wag - 4. 79 - 5.00 - 5.00 - 5.35 - 5.14 
Flap - 9.86 - 9. 88 · ·- 9~88 - 9.64 - 9 . 95 




-26 . 93 -26 ;80·· . · - 26 ; 80 . · -26.71 -26.17 
-59.48 -59 . 60 - ' -59.59 -59.80 -59.29 
-92.24 -92.14 -92.15 -91.74 -92.52 
H2 Tensor 
-25.75 -26.42 -26 . 41 -28.55 -26 . 17 
-60.06 -58.96 -58.98 -59.73 -59.29 






. 417 .335 .335 .426 .339 
Parameters obtained with 
1. principal g values fixed a t 2.0020, 2.0034, 2.0042 using 166 




only 1 principal g value fixed; gzz 
principal g values fixed at 2.00242, 
166 points. 
Same as 3 except 244 points used· for 
= 2 . 0042; used 166 point s . 
2.00353, 2.00420; used 
least s quares fit. 
5. as sump tion that coupli ng tensor s are same; pr incipal g value$ 
fixed a t 2. 00242, 2 . 00353, 2.00420; used 166 points. 
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These values were then used in a program varying 
only 10 parameters to obta in the bes t fit possible. 
Due to different sets of data used and t he number 
of parameters used for t he least squares fi t, the variati on in 
the pa rameters was explored -for these situa tions. The re sults 
are tabulated in Table II . One se t of parameters was calculated 
using th e assumption that both 0(- proton coupling tensors we e 
the same. Table II also shows t he use of a ll 6 princ ipa l values 
of the coupling tensor. The comparison of these parameters shows 
the validity of assuming t hat the coupling t ensors are the same. 
The data taken for the 166 and 244 po int programs was from t he 
same spectra but the lowest number of points represents a ref ne-
ment in t his da ta. Differences were taken only between distin 
and assignable lines. Overall the parameters are uniqu y de r· 
mined within experimental error, The standard d via i n for -ach 
set of parameters obtained is included in Table 
4 . 2 Spec trum £ CH2co; radical 
4.2.1 Observation of · he "gMshif " 
The basic spec t ·rULn r intera tion of n 
with two inequivalent protons is a quartet with qu 1 nt 
To illustrate the "g- shift" , the spec ra o 2 i.eld ri n 
on 
are shown in Figure 10. Unde hese spectra is p o ed h s ick 
spectrum obtained from the so ution of he spin Hamiltonian in 
PREDICT . The upper spectrum was · ak n wi ·h th magnet c 
perpendicular to they axis (orb axis), Sine h b ax s w s 
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r 1 •<~ rr · 10 . ESR s pectra of the ·CII 2co; radical at lJJ°K. Hagnetic field parallel to b axis (to p) and 
pc rpcnd1 cu lar to z axJs in the x-y plane (hot tom). Predicted stick s pt•c trtun plottt•d ~" \'r 
com par is on. 
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sites should be equiva l ent and ·he ob rv d qu r ug s wi h. 
this prediction (12). The ou i ng constan · r e L:h sam for 
both sites . The lower spec t r um was tak n wi h h magne i c 
field perpendi cular to t he z ax s and t he e feet hi£ i g 
each site due to exi s ting anis o r opi s ar ppar nt:, A11 of 
the spectra t aken perp nd 'c ular o th y axis exhibi d the sam 
characteris i of equivalen s i s . 
4.2.2 Symmet ry of Inequ ivalent Site~:~ 
The ster eogr aphic net can again ba used to 




2) 2 · 2H20 . Re f erring t o the Wul££ nQt i Figur~ 6 it 
has already been men t i oned that t:her ar 79 di£ er~nt fiG1d 
orienta ions possible with ut dup li ating spec ra. If tha 
r i ght quadrant of r. he n~ is o lded onto th. le quadra.n the 
spec r a for the se fie l d di· c i ons will b t:h same but the 
sites will be interc hanged, ~his is a r sult f · h t wo fo ld 
symmetry about t he b axis, An by h uytntlH~try of a. ster ' og phiG 
net the bo om half of the sphe·r e i s a -plica <J the op half. 
For (45) a 45 or i en at Otl. h dir c ion cos n e w femnd to be 
- . 707 ,- .5 , . 5) by ·h fo llowing :r:un £ t'ma ion 
axi <• D.C. 
c 
b - sin 0 s in ~ 
a* - cos Q 
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l' i l;ut"u I I. Com parison o f' ES H " J> ' dru u l Llw •CII 2C02 radlcul n ~ ruum ( Lop ) C~ ml liquid nitroge n (b<>ttum) tempcr n t ur 0 
wl til mngn L l<' (lcdd petral l. d Lox <t >< Ts . 
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These equations were direct results of the definitions of 9 and 
0 in the mounting of the crystal i. n section 3.4. The spectra 
taken with field direction cosines of (- .707,-.5,,5) were the same 
as the spectra taken with the foll owing direction cosines for the 
field: 
(+.707,+. 5,- . 5) 
(-.7 07,+. 5,+.5) 
(+.707,-. 5 , - .5) 
When only t he sign of the direct ion cosine for the b axis was 
changed the s ites wer e interchanged, but the spectra remained 
the same. Th s concept was partic ularly useful i n manipulating 
the data. 
4 . 2 . 3 Comparison of Room Temperature Sp ctra with 
Low Temperature Spe~ ra 
At room temperature the coupl i ng onstants for 
each pro ton were found to be t he same wi th t he magnetic f i eld 
along the a* axis . On coo l ng to low tempera t ures t he radic 1 
encountered a barrier to in erna l ro ation abou the C·C ond , 
and the center line split i nto 2 lines (Figure 11). The room 
temperature spectra for the eld along the b axis also showed 
a triplet which split i nto a quartet on lowering the tempera ur 
0 to 133 K. The sum of he coupling constants or th 2 pro ons 
should be the same at low and high temperatures but hese sums 
taken from the two pectra were not he same , 
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TABLE III. Changes in the sum of the coupling constants 
(aH + aH ) for the methylene protons between 















































































*For each field orientation (aH + a ) is given for both sites in 
the crysta l. 1 H2 
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Field a +a a +a Ch a ng _ 
Orientation nl H2 Hl Hz in 
298°K 133°K an +an 
1 2 
(~~) 38.8 41.7 2. 9 53.7 56 . 8 3.1 
(~~) 37.3 41. 0 3.7 52.1 55. 4 3.3 
(;~) 39.7 41. 9 2.2 51.3 55. 3 4.0 
(~;) 39.5 41. 5 2.0 50.3 53. 5 3.2 
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Work has been done on the isotropic proton 
hyperf ine interactions in the ESR of Tr- e l ec tron free radical s 
and it was conc lud ed t ha t out-of-plane vibrational motions 
should make a small contribution to the s plitting as a result 
of the direct overlap b tween the pr oton and the unpa ired 
electron in the "Ti -orbital (28) ( l) . A contribution such as 
this would decrease with i ncreasing t emperature because of the 
relationship between the proton and e l ctron sp"n with respect 
to out-of- plane vibrations . As out-of- plane vibrations increase , 
the sum o the coupl i ng constants would hen decrease . A 
theoret ical ana l ysis o· the £feet of vibra tions on the methyl 
rad ica l has been carri d out by Schrader and Kar plus ( 19). 
Z l ochower, Miller , ar d Fr.aenke l a ppli ed this theory to the 
methyl radical and f ound a sma ll dependence of hyperfine 
splitt i ng with t emperature (34) on the order of ,04 gauss f or 
a 20°C change in temp rature in a 50°C range ext nding above 
and be low room temperature , I n thi s inves tigation a series of 
spect r a taken a t room t emperatur e were compared with thos e at 
133°K , and a ch nge i n hyp rfine splitt i ng of approximate ly 3 
gauss was found . Some of thes differences ar e t abula ted in 
Table III for various field orienta tions , 
4. 2 .4 Comparison of Ca lcul a t ed and Observed 2nd 
Order Lines 
Suspect d 2nd ord r l ine s were readi ly obs er ved 
in spec tra taken wi th the magnetic fie ld perpendicular to the b 
and c axes . These ljn s wer e more intense with t he field perpen~ 
dicular to t he b axis , Other direc ions of t he magnetic fie ld 
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Fqt,u n· 12. Ex pC'rilnc'n lal (E) and predic ted (P) sp0ctra of the · CH2coz radical showing 2nd ord<'r LineR. 
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resul ted in s uch an overlap of the spec tra from the two sit es 
that the 2nd order lines wer e e ither buri ed by mor e intense lines 
or distorted by shoulder effec ts. Figure 12 shows exp~rimental 
s pectra in which 2nd order lines are observed . The spectra predicted 
by PREDICT were includ d be low each experimental spectrum, The 
predicted 2nd order lines are not as intense and the experimental 
plot shows lines not predicted , Strangely enough, PREDICT computes 
practically no 2nd order lines for the (-,-,+) octant in the 
stereographic net while for nearly every orientation i n the (+,-,+) 
octant, 2nd order lines are predicted wi h intensities ranging from 
, 1 to ,32 (re l a tive to 1.0), Th 45° bi ector of this octant 
contains the orientations with the most intense 2nd order lines 
that were predicted . 
4 . 2. 5 Sate llites 
A D20 substitution. for H2o was made in the zinc 
acetate in an ef fort to expla in the app -arance of sa t el li te l i nes 
in the spectra (Figure 13). In an a ttempt to study similar satellites 
in irrad at ed s odium ac e tate trihydrate , Rog rs and Kispert s ub s tituted 
n2o for H20 in the single crystal and obs •rved a 6 fo ld redu Uon in 
satellite intensities (17). 
The ESR spec tra of ·:r.radi~ted Zn(CH3co2)2·o2o 
0 
crystals were taken at 133 K for s ected o ienta ions of the magnetic 
field (Figure 14) . The crystals with o2o were analyzed by NMR, A 
sample with only R
2
0 present r es ult ed in an i ntegrated peak of 88 mm 
and the sample with n2o showed an int eg-rated peak of 38 mm which 
includ d some OH frawnent s . 
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Fi gur r· 13 . ESR s pec tra or t he · CII 2co;z radical. ( :~) field direc tion at r oom temperature. Ot her s pectr" a t t3J°K . 
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Figure llo. ESR s pectra of .cH2C02 radical from irradiated single crystals of Zn(CH3co2) 2 •D20 t aken at 'room temperature (top) a nd l33°K (bo t tom 2 spec tra) . 
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The spectra of t he n2o species were found to be 
identica l to those without the n2o substitution. One set of 
satellite lines are spaced approx imately 5 gauss on ei ther side 
of the main lines in both species , A second set of satel lite 
lines are observed approxima tely 21 gaus s f rom the main lines 
at high gain , The more intense satellite line s were found t o 
increase in intensity at higher power but did not saturate , They 
appeared more prominent in spectra taken with the magnetic f ield 
positioned in the plane perpendicular to tl-e two-fold axis , At 
these positions of the magnetic fi eld t he two sites were beginni ng 
to merge giving only one pattern for the tw o sites, Thus the 
satellite lines were l ess subject to shoulder effects and t o 
dominance by the more intense lines of the quartet. 
The satellites in sod ium acetate trihydrate were 
finally attributed to "spin·flip" transitions (17), which arose 
when there was a simultaneous change in the spin state of the odd 
e l ectron on the methyl radical and of nei ghboring protons, Analogous 
results were a possibility in this investigation with t he odd electron 
located on the ~ - carbon of the methylene group and the spacing of 
the satellite lines occurring at a value close to the proton resonance 
frequency (5,0 to 5.8 gauss) in the magnetic field employed. Since 
no change in the spectra was observed using the o2o substitution the 
neighboring protons that could be responsible for the spin flips 
would have to be loca ted in a species oriented near the •CH2Co2 radical , 
The protons of undamaged CH3Co2 were considered likely possibilities, 
but the most plausible theory in this investigation would be bued on 
a spin flip of one pr oton concurrent with a spin flip of t he unpaired 
electron, 
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Evidence of a single spin fli p has a lso been 
observed in the spectra of gamma-irradiated single cr ys tals of 
hydroxylated organic compounds (16) by Rao, et ,al . , using the 
theory of Trammel, Zeldes, and Livingston (27). This theory 
was applied in this investigation with a proton placed near 
the methylene group in the · CH2co; radical but the resulting 
predictions wer e not a ltogether conclusive. The problems with 
shouldering e ffects, overlapping line s, and 2nd order lines were 
partially responsible for the unsuccessful analysis . And of 
course another species could be present making the assignment 
even more difficult. 
4,3 Spectrum of Irradiated Zn( CH2nco2) 2 · 2H20 
0 Spectra were taken at 133 K for selected fie ld 
orientations since his investigation wa s primarily concerned 
with the isotope effect of a proton abstraction to fo~m the 
· CHDCo2 radi.cal. A s pectrum fo ·r one field orientati.on is shown 
in Figure 15. By orienting the magnetic field per pendicular to 
the two-fold axis the g anisotropy was e liminated . This gave 
a spec trum that wa s easily compa.rab le to a hyper fine pattern . 
A computer program was us ed to simulate the hyperfine pattern 
resulting from the s ubstitut ed deuterium (24). The s pectrum 
predict ed by thi s program is also shown in Figure 15 to indicate 
the agreement obtained . The coupling constants taken fr om main 
line separations in the exper imental spectrum compared favorably 




Figur<· lS. ESR s pectrum o( CIIDCOZ radical with magnetic field perpendicular t o b axis. Bottom s pectrum pr,•dic t ~d 
ass Luning a 2: l ra tio of CHDCOZ: C11 2coz. 
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The hyperfine structure was pred icte d using the two 
r a dicals CHDCo2 a nd CH2Co2 but realizing tha t CHDC02 radicals 
would ex i st as conformers . The coupling constant for deuterium 
was known to be .153 times that of hydrogen a nd sinc e a deuteron 
may split each proton line into a triplet, the overlap of the 
lines in the cente r of the spectrum was to be expected . Also, 
this overlap was hard to interpr et because of the presence of 
the co2 radica l in the cen ter portion of the experimental spec tra. 
However , the quartet fr om the · CH2co2 radical was easily identifi ed 
and this formed a good basis of comparison be tween the predicted 
a nd experimental s pec tra. 
In consi dering an i sotope effect two mechanisms 
involving the formation of · CHDC02- and ·CH CO- radicals were 2 2 
postulated . When a methyl radical (created by radiation damage) 
is located in a position c lose to a n undama ged aceta te ion, an 
is otope effect can exist; a C-H bond is more eas ily broken than 
a C-D bond so that t he ensuing react i on 
results i n f ormation of the •CHDCOZ radical . For a non-radica l 
t y pe reaction involving hydrogen and deuterium the max imum 
isotope e f fect has been r e ported as 6.9:1 (32). But with the 
methyl radica l taking pa rt in the reaction a l arge i sotope effect 
is expec t e d (31) . If this is the case , the breaking of a C-H 
bond can be t ermed t he ba rri er to f onnat ion of the radical. But 
the met hy l radica l may a lso migrate through t he crys tal until it 
approache s a n a ce t ate ion and randomly s 1 ct s a hydrog n or 
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deuterium. Thus a statist i cal basis is crea ted when there is an 
equal probability of selection~ The barrier to formation of the 
radical is t hen the migration of the methyl radical through the 
crystal. If the resul ting abstractions are truly statistical 
two conformers of ·CHDC02 will be fo rmed f or each ·CH2co2 radical. 
To show t his statistical effec t i n the predic ted hyperfine patterns, 
the i ntens ities for each rad i cal were adjusted on a quantitative 
basis. The quartet was ass igned -a relative intensity of 1 and 
the two conf ormers whose pa tt er n consisted of 6 lines each were 
assigned a va lue of .67. Thus t he sum of the intensities for 
each rad ical was 4 and the statis tical ratio of 2:1 (CHDC02 over 
·cH2co2) was maintained. The agr eement obtained between predicted 
and experimental hyperfine patterns was excellent but the statistical 
mode l us ed wa s based on 100% deuteration. An analysis using ESR 
intensities of the 'CH3 radical v s the ·cH2D r ad ical from spectra 
of irradiated Zn (CH 2Dco2) 2 ·2H2o at 113°K showed only 79 ± 3% 
deuteration of the acetate ion. If t here were only 79% CH 2DC02 
and 21% CH3co2 present initially, t he resul ting ratio of CHDC02: 
CH2co2 would be 1.1:1 assuming the abstract i on of a proton t o be 
entirely satistical. But the experimental spectra still agreed 
with the predicted hyperfine pattern which assumed the 2:1 ratio. 
For a general approach: 
CHDC02 + 
a b c 
1-a 1-a 
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where b -- = i sotope effect 2c 
a = b + c 
But exper imental l y 
r = 
b (r 2. 0 +-.3 in this invest i gation) 1-a+c 
Solution: 
~ r 
2e. '2 ~(o.-i)+ o-J 
If r = '2.. 0 ..±. . 3 
o. = .1 '1 ±. .c~ ) +he N _e.. _ 3,0 ±. 1..0 
2c. 
So there is a significant i sotope effect and the barrier to 
formation of the !CH 2co~ radical is the br eaking of the C-H 
bond on the acetate ion . The methyl radical probably resides 
in a position near the acetate ion fr om which it abstracts a 
proton . 
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5 . Molecular Orbital Calculation f or the CH2co2 Radical 
I n working with the ·CH2C02 r ad ica l t he s p i n densi ty of 
the electron was assumed t o be concentrated on t he Ol-carbon. 
The results obtained in section 4 showed t h i s to be correct. 
To verify this a molecular orbital calculat ion ba sed on the 
CNDO approximation was made (25)(15). The s pin density on the 
ot-carbon for the planar radical was found to be . 69 with ea ch 
of the oxygens having a density of . 15. The calculation fo r 
t he perpendicular form of the rad ical yielded a sp in density 
of .82 on t he ot~carbon. The value of . 69 for the planar 
configuration necessitated a check on the s pin density f or 
the 0(-carbon of the ·cH( COOH) 2 radica l becaus e t he pr i nc ipa l 
values of the coupl i ng tens or for th i s rad i cal had been us ed 
as i nit i al -paramete sin t his investigation . The s pin dens i t y 
on t he ot-carbon of the ·CH(COOH) 2 radical was calculated t o 
be . 66 and in good agreemen t with the planar confi gurat ion 
of t he ·CH2co2 radical. 
The barrier to internal rotat i on of the methylene pr otons 
i n the ·cH2co2 radical was observed by Valent i and other inves ti-
gat or s previously. The molecular orbital calculations on the 
planar and perpendicular models showed t he planar form to be 
more stable . This degr ee of stability repres ents the bar rier 
t o internal rotation which turned out to be 11 . 8 kcal. The 
experimental va l ue f or the barrier ha s been calculated (using 
two different methods ) to be 5.5 kcal (26) . The differenc e 
between these values is somewhat attributed t o the environment 
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in the crystal, but the errors inherent in such a calculation 
must be considered also. Nevertheless, a large zinc atom is 
coordinating four formula units of t he acetate in the crystal 
which makes the lattice a unique home for the ·cH2co2 radical. 
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6. Conclusions 
A pos itive identification of the ' CH2co2 radical in an 
irradiated single crystal of zinc acetate dihydrate has been 
made. The orientation of the radical in t he crystal has been 
0 0 determined with an HCH angle· of 116. 9 ±'· . 3 , The radical's 
configuration is nearly · planar, a result in · agreement with 
other investigations. (2) ·· (22) . The principal values of the 
A and g tensors were found to · be of the same magnitude as 
tensors of .other similar radicals in radiat i on damage studies. 
As in othe:t:: rr-elec.tron radicals · the spin density was found 
primarily on the oL-carbon - (20~. A molecular orbital 
calculation supported this result and from the calculation 
the planar -form of the radical was observed to be the stable 
configuration . 
It has been observed in the comparison · of spectra of 
irradiated single crystals of Zn(CH2Dco2)2•2H2o with predicted 
hyperfine pat terns that a significant isotope effect exis ts. 
Proton abstractions from acetate ions by neighboring methyl 
radicals are considered the primary means for the formation 
of · cH2co2 radicals. The barrier to formation of the •cH2co2 
radical is then the breaking of the C-H bond on the undamaged 
acetate ion. 
A temperature dependence of t he coupling constants for both 
methylene protons has been observed ·in spectra at 298°K and 133°K. 
The magnitude of the coupling constants increases with decreasing 
temperature and at a rate approximately 10 times larger than 
the rate found by Zlochower and co-workers in their study of 
the methyl radical (34). 
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The satellites appear · t o · be "spin-flip" · transitions which 
arise from a change in the · spin ·state of a proton on · an undamaged 
acetate ion concurrent with a change in spin state of the electron 
on the o(-carbon , but a further study of satellite line behavior 
is warranted. The n2o substitution had no effect on the satellite 
lines; thus the water molecules are far enough removed from the 
unpaired electron to limit interactions and it is concluded that 
no dipole-dipole interaction takes place between the water and 
methylene protons of the 'CH2co2 radical. 
The 2nd order lines predicted by OPTIM are still not clearly 
assigned in the experimental spectra due to the confusion with 
possible spin flip satellites. There is some evidence from 
spectra taken perpendicular to the b axis that the intensities 
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APPEND IX I 
A computer program for calculating transition frequencies 
and intensities for radicals oriented in a · crys t al lattice. 
























NN IS THE NUMBER OF SPIN = .5 NUCLEI TO BE INCLUDED IN THE CALCULATION 
IFRPT IS ZERO FOR INITIAL SET OF DIRECTION COSINES, THEN NOT ZERO FOREACH 
REPEATED CALCULATION TO BE DONE BY JIJST CHANGING THE DIRECTION COSI~ES OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
H IS THE MAGNITUDE OF THE MAGNETIC FIELO, MEASIJRED lN MEG~CYCLES OF THE NUCLEAR ZEEMAN FREQUENCY _ 
DCOS IS THE DIRECTION COSINES ~ATRJX. ELEMENT I,J,K IS FOR NUCLEUS I, 
RELATING THE J-TH PRINCIPAL AXIS WITH THE KTH CRYSTAL AXIS 
A(I,J) IS THE J-TH PRINCIPAL VALUE ~F THE CnUPLING TENSOR FOR ATO~ I 
UH(I) IS THE 1-TH COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR DOINTING ALONG THE 
DIRECTION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
DE IS THE ARRAY OF TRANSITION FREQUENCIES CALCULATED 
FINT IS THE CORRESPONDING ARRAY OF INTENSITIES 
IC IS THE NUMBER OF TRANSITIONS CALCULATED 
DIMENSION DCOSfl0 1 3,3J, AC10,3), UH(3), OE(lOOOJ, FJNT(lOOOl 1 REA0(5,100) NN,IFKPT,H 
IFCIFRPT) 5,5,20 
5 IFCNN) 1000,1000,10 
10 DO 15 I = 1,NN 
15 REAOC5,101l CCDCOSfi,J,K), K = 1,3}, J = 1,3) 00 16 I = l,NN 
16 REA0(5,102) (A( I fJ), J = 1,3) 
20 REA0(5 1 103) (UH( ), I = 1,3) IFCIFRPTJ 25,25,40 
25 WRITE (6,111) H 
WRITE(6,104l 
00 30 I = l,NN 
30 WRITE (6{105) ((DCOS(I,J,K), K = 1,3}, J = 1,3) WRITE(6, 06) 
00 31 I = 1,NN 
31 WRITE(6,107) (A(I,J), J = 1,3) 
40 WRITE(6,108) (UH((), I = 1,3) 
C4LL SSESR(NN,DCOS,A,UH , H,OE,FINT,IC) 
WRITEC6,109J COE(I), I = l,ICt 
WRITEC6,110) (FINT(I), I= l,IC) 
DO 50 I = l,IC 
50 DE(!) = OE(J)/2.80246 
WRITEC6,112) (OE(J), I = 1,IC) 


















101 FORMAT (9F7.5) 
102 FORMAT (3F7.3) 
103 FORMAT (3F7.5) 
104 FORMAT (1X,//' DIRECTION COSINES'//) 
105 FORMAT C1X,9F12.7) 
lOt FORMAT (lX,// 1 COUPLING CONSTANTS'//) 
107 FORMAT (1X,3F10.5) 
108 FORMAT (lX,///// 1 OIRECTION COSINES FOR H1 ,//(3Fl2.7)//) 
109 FORMAT (1X,• TRANSITION FREQUENCIES 1 ,/(10Fll.5)) 
110 FORMAT (lX,' TRANSITION INTENSITIES',/(10F11.5)) 
111 FORMAT ((1H1, 1 NUCLEAR ZEEMAN FREQUENCY= 'Fl1.5)//) 
112 FORMAT (// 1 TRANSITIONS, IN GAUSS FROM CENTER, ASSUMING G = 2.002~ 
l 1 ,/(10Fl1.5)) 
END 
SUBROUTINE SSESR(NN,DCOS,A,UH,H,DE,FINT,IC) 
NN IS THE NU~BER OF NUCLEI WITH SPIN = .5 
DCOS IS THE DIRECTION COSINE MATRIX. ELEMENT I,J,K RELATES THE COMPO~ENT 
FOR ATOM I OF THE J-TH PRINCIPAL AXIS ALONG THE K-TH CRYSTAL AXIS 
A(l J) IS THE J-TH PRINCIPAL VALUE FOR THE 1-TH ATOM 
UH(f) IS THE I-TH COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR POINTING ALONG THE 
DIRECTION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
DE IS THE ARRAY OF TRANSITION FREQUENCIES CALCULATED 
FINT IS THE CORRESPONDING ARRAY OF INTENSITIES 
IC IS THE NUMBER OF TRANSITIONS CALCULATED 
DIMENSION OCOS(10,3,3), AC10,3), UHC3), DEC1000), FINT(1000), 
1HV(l0,3), HVPC10,2,3), CEC10), HC0$(10,3), ABH(10,2), S(2), 10(20) 
scu = 1.0 5(2) = -1.0 
DO 10 I = l,NN 
00 10 J = 1,3 
HC 0 S ( I , J ) = 0 • 0 
00 10 K = 1,3 
10 HCQS(I,J) = HCOSCI,JJ+UH(K)*DCOSCI,J,K) 
WRITEC6,100) ((HCOSCI,J), J = 1,3), I= 1,NN) 
00 15 I = l,NN 
00 15 J = 1,3 
15 HV(l,J) = 0.0 
DO 20 I = l,NN 
00 20 J = 1,3 
CAS = HCOSCI,J)*Afl,J) 
00 20 K = 1,3 
(X) 
I-' 
20 HV(I,K) = HVCI,K) + CAS*OCOSCI,J,K) 
WRITE(6,100) ((HVCI,J), J = 1,3), I= l,NN) 
00 30 I = 1,NN 
00 30 J = 1,2 
DO 30 K = 1,3 
30 HVPCI J,K) = H*UHCKJ-0.5*S(J)*HV(I 1 K) WRITEl6,l00) CCCHVPCI,J,K), K = 1,3), J = 1,2), I= l,NN) 
DO 40 I = 1,NN 
DO 40 J = 1,2 
ABHCI,J) = 0.0 
DO 35 K = 1,3 
35 ABH(I,J) = ABH(I,J) + HVPCI,J,K)**2 
40 ABH(I 1 J) = SORTCABH{I,J)J 
WRITEC6,l00) ((ABHCI,J), J = 1,2l, I= 1,NN) 
DO 50 I = l,NN 
CE(l) = 0.0 
DO 45 J = 1,3 
45 CECil = CECI) + HVPCI{1,Jl*HVPCI,2,J) 
50 CECil = CECI)/CABHCI, t*ABHCI,2)J 
WRITEC6,l00) CCECI), I = 1 1 NN) NN2 = 2*NN 
NNTT = 2**f2*NN) 
HNNT = 2**NN 
DO 55 I = 1,NN2 
55 IQCIJ = 1 
IC = 0 
DO 10 I = 1,NNTT 
IC = IC+1 
DE ( ICJ = O. 0 
FINT(IC) = 1.0 
DO 60 J = l,NN 
Jl = IQCJ) 
J2 = IOCNN+Jt 
FINTCIC) = FINTliCJ*Cl.O-S(Jll*SCJ2l*CE(J)) 
60 DECICJ = DECIC) + SCJ1)*ABHCJ,ll + S(J2l*AB~(J,2) 
DECICJ = 0.5*0EfiC) 
FINTCICJ = FINT(IC)/HNNT 
J = 1 
64 IF(IO(J)-2) 66,65,66 
65 IO(J) = 1 
J = J+1 
GO TO 64 
66 IQ( J J = 2 
70 CONTINUE 




c AN EXAMPLE OF THE DATA IS AS FOLLOWS 
c 
2 36.46 
-631 299 -715 191 955 227 -753 -011 659 
968 -141 -213 191 955 227 170 -265 949 
290 610 910 
290 610 910 
1.0 
2 1 3t.46 
70711 70711 
2 1 36.46 
966 259 
2 1 36.46 
86602 -50000 
2 1 36.46 
70711 -70711 
2 1 36.46 
co 1.0 
N 1 13.8 
21183 76829 60402 -97091 0~484 21985 11162 -63303 76604 
30 60 90 
1 
1 1 13.8 
1 
1 1 13.8 
1 
1 1 13.8 
70711 70711 
1 1 13.8 
70711 70711 
1 1 13.8 
70711 70711 
1 1 13.8 
34202 93967 
1 1 13.8 
93967 34202 
1 1 13.8 
34202 93967 
1 1 13.8 
93967 34202 
1 1 13.8 
34202 93967 
APPENDIX II 
A computer program which · performs a least squares fit 
on selected data from predicted and observed spectra for a 
radical oriented in crystal · space; · Differences ·between predicted 
frequencies are compared with the differenees · between observed 
frequencies and the least squares fit ·· results in the determin-
ation of certain selected parameters: The program is written in 




C PROGRAM OPTI~ 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE ESR TRANSITION FREOS AND INTENS FOR AN 
C ORIENTED RADICAL IN A DEFINED CRYSTAL SYSTEM GIVEN THE PRINCIPAL 
C VALUES OF THE A AND G TENSORS. IT WILL PERFORM A LEAST SQUARES FIT 
C ON DIFFS TAKEN BETWEEN SELECTED FREQS FOR OBSERVED AND CALCULATED 
C SPECTRA. THE PARAMETERS ARE CORRECTLY DETERMINED BY THE LEAST 





















READ IN --- NN = NO. OF PROTONSCNN MAX = 2) 
H - NUCLEAR ZEEMAN FREQ 
DEN = THE INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN THE PARAMETERS 
USED TO OBTAIN THE NUMERICAL DERIVATIVES. 
READ(5,100) NN,H,OEN 
READ IN --- CC & HH = DIRECTION COSINES FOR VECTORS ON WHICH 
INITIAL ORIENTATION OF RADICAL IS CONSTRUCTED. 
READ(5,114) CC,HH 
c 










THE NEXT TWO ARRAYS ARE FOR SUBROUTINE SPEC 
READ IN --- ID - CONTROLS NO. OF SPECTRA DRAWN ON EACH GRAPH. 

































NOW BEGIN ITERATION PROCEDURE 
READ IN --- NFLP = NO. OF MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTIONS 
NP = NO. OF PARAMETERS OR VARIABLES FOR LEAST SOUARES FIT 
IP = INDEX WHICH IF = 0 READS IN NEW SET OF 
PARAMETERS AT END OF DATA AND IF = 1 PROCEEDS 
WITH ORIGINAL SET READ IN ABOVE 
1 READ(5,117t NFLP,NP,IP 
READ(5,15tliTITLE(I),I=l,l2t 
READ IN THE NEXT THREE ARRAYS TO TELL THE COMPUTER hOW MANY 
FREQS (BETWEEN WHICH DIFFS WILL BE TAKEN) HAVE BEE~ SELECTED 
FROM EACH SPECTRUM 
NFR SITE 1 
NFRE SITE 2 




READ IN THREE MORE ARRAYS TO TELL COMPUTER TO INCLUDE (lt 
OR EXCLUDE (0) A PARTICULAR SITE FOR FREO SELECTIO~S 
IT SITE 1 
IR SITE 2 
IS SITES 1 & 2 
READ(5,117ttiT(IJ,I=l,NFLPt 
REA0(5,117)(1Rtit,I=l, NflP) 
REA0(5 1 117J(IS(I),I=l, NFLPJ NF2=0.u 
Jl=l.O 




















READ IN ARRAYS IFS,IFE,IFMf IFN TO I~DICATE WHICH FREQS 
SELECT WITHIN EACH SITE. FM AND IFN FREOS ARE PAIRED 
DIFFS BETWEEN EACH SITE. 
IFS SITE 1 
IFE SITE 2 
IFM SITE 1 














2 READ(5,113)(PAR(IJ,I=l{l31 WRITE(6,llo)CPARCNJ,N= ,NP) 
3 CONTINUE WRITEC6,115)(PARCII,I=l,NP) 
c C START ITERATION FOR LEAST SQUARES FIT. 
c 
DO 60 M=l,3 
WRITE(o,l06) 



























DO 30 I = l,NN 
30 WRITE (6{105) ((ACOSCI,J,K), K = 1,3), J = 1,3) 
DO 33 I= ,NN 






00 20 J=l,NFLP 
DO 35 K=l 3 
35 UH(K)=UHMlJ,K) 
ENTER SSESR TWICE FOR PREDICTED FREQS AND INTENS. FOR BOTH 
SITES(MONOCLINIC CRYSTAL) 
CALL SSESRCNN,ACOS 1 GCOS,A,G,UH,H,DE,GEF,FINT IC) CALL SSESR(NN,DECO~,GECOS,A,G,UH,H,DEE,GEFE,FINTE,ICt 
IX=l 










IF DESIRED ENTER SPEC ON SELECTED ITERATION (Mt FOR DRAWING 
PREDICTED SPECTRA 
IFCM-4) 38,37,38 
37 CALL SPECCITITLE,D,FIN,IC,MODCUR,YI) 
38 CONTINUE 
BEGlN FREQ SELECTION FROM EACH SITE 



























C TAKE DIFFERENCES FROM SELECTED FREOS FOR SELECTED SITES AND 





00 410 N=ll LM 
DE4(ll)=DABSCOEl(LNFt-DEl(N)t 
410 Ll=ll+1 
4 7 CONT I NU E 
IF(IR(J)) 46,46,45 
45 CONTINUE 






00 71 ll=LGF,Kl 
OE4( ll)=DABSC DE2 Cll)- OE5( l 1) l 












DO 25 l=l,NFD 
25 R(I)=DE4(I)-DEOB(I) 
SET UP DERIVATIVE MATRIX BY VARYING EACH PARAMETER SEPERATELY 
TO OBTAIN CHANGE IN FREQS. AND PROCEDURE IS SAME AS IN 
DETERMINING R MATRIX. 
DO 50 J=l,NP 
DO 51 K=ltl3 51 PARN(K)=PAR(K) 
PARN(J)=PAR(Jl+DEN(J) 












DO 52 N=l,NFLP 
00 53 K=l,3 
53 UH(K)-=UHM(N,K) . 
CALL SSESR(NN,ACOS GCOS B,Gl,UH,H,DE,GEF,FINT,ICt 
CALL SSESR(NN,DECOS,GECOS, B,Gl,UH,H,DEE,GEFE,FINT,IC) NF=NfR(N ) 
















































NFD = NO. OF DIFFS TAKEN 
NFD=LL-1 
DO 50 K=1,NFD 
50 0T(J,K)=(DE6(K)-DE4(K))/OEN(J) 
C THE DERIVATIVE MATRIX (OT) HAS BEEN FORMED. ENTER BSTFT 
C FOR LEAST SQUARES FIT 
c 
CALL BSTFT(OT,R,DEL,NP,NFO) 
00 55 K=1 NP 
55 PAR(KJ=PAR(K)-DEL(K) 
60 WRITE(6,ll6)(PAR(N),N=1 , NP) 
c 








GO TO 1 
15 FORMAT(6A8/3A8/3A8) 
100 FORMATCI5,F10.5,13F5.0) 
101 FORMAT (9F7.5) 
102 FORMAT (3F7.3) 
103 FORMAT (3F7.5) 
104 FORMAT(1X,//' DIRECTION COSINES FOR THE ''A'' PRINCIPAL VALUES'//) 105 FORMAT (1X,9Fl2.7) 
106 FORMAT (1X 1 //' COUPLING CONSTANTS'//) 107 FORMAT (1X,3Fl0.5) 
108 FORMAT C1X 1 ///// 1 DIRECTION COSINES FOR H1 1 //(3F12.7)//) 109 FORMAT (1X,• TRANSITION FREQUENCIES 1 ,//(10Fll.5)//) 
110 FORMAT (1X,• TRANSITION INTENSITIES 1 ,//(10Fll.5)//) 
111 FORMAT ((1Hlt 1 NUCLEAR ZEEMAN FREQUENCY= 1 F11.5)//) 
112 FORMAT (//' TRANSITIONS, IN GAUSS FROM CENTER, ASSUMING G = 2.0023 1 1 ,//(10F11.5)//) 
113 FORMAT(8Fl0.5) 
114 FORMATC3Fl0.6/3F10.6) 
115 FORMAT(1X,// 1 REFERENCE PARAMETERS 1 L//(10Fl1.6)//) 
116 FORMAT(lX,// 1 NEW PARAMETERS',//(11~11.5)//) 
117 FORMAT(1615) 
118 FORMAT(lX,// 1 DIFFS PER FIELD ORIENTATION= 1 15,• NO. FIELD ORIENT lATIONS= '15//) 
119 FORMATC1X,//' G EFFECTIVE= 1 Fl0.5,3X,• G EFFECTIVE,EOIV.SITE = •, lF10.5//) 
120 FORMATClX,// 1 ERRORS, CALC- OBS FREOS 1 1 //(l0F11.5)//) 121 FORMAT(lX,//(10F11.5)//) 
122 FORMAT(1X 1 //' DTCI,J); CHANGE IN PARAMETER PER CHANGE IN POINT•,/) 123 FORMAT(lX,// 1 CALCULATED DIFFERENCES 1 ,//(10F11.5)//) 
124 FORMATC1X,//' THE PRINCIPAL VALUES OF THE G TENSOR ARE 1 //(3F10.5)) 
125 FORMATClX,//' DIRECTION COSINES FOR THE ''G'' PRINCIPAL VALUES'//( 110F11.5)//) 
126 FORMATC24I3) 
127 FORMATC1X 1 / 1 FOR THE EQUIVALENT SITE'//) 128 FORMAT(24F3.0) 
129 FORMATC4X 1 / 1 TOTAL POINTS OBSERVED= 1 ,15,//) END 
SUBROUTINE SPECCITITLE,D,FINT,IC,MODCUR,YI) 
c 
C SPEC DRAWS PREDICTED SPECTRA USING A LORENTZIAN DIST•N 



















DIMENSION F(900t,0(32),FINT(32) l,W(900) 
REAL*8 ITITLE(l2t 
W(U=O.OOO 
DO 16 1=1,899 
IX=I+1 
16 W(IXt=W(It+.100 
DO 71 1=1,900 
71 F(lt=O.O 
ICT=IC*2 
00 120 I=l,ICT 120 D(I)=D(It+37.5 
WI = LINEWIDTH 
Wl=2el 
T2=2/(1.73502*WII 
DO 72 1=1,900 
DO 12 J=l,ICT 
72 F(I)=F(I)-2*(W(I)-D(J))*T2*FINT(J)/(l+(T2*(W(l)-D(J)) )**2)**2 DO 110 1=1,900 
W(I)=.877*W(I) 
110 F(l)=-.025*F(I)+YI 
CALL ORAW(900,F,W,MOOCUR,O,LABEL,ITITLE,2.0E-02,6.,0,l,0,2 ,9,15,0, 1LAST) 
WRITE(6,80) LAST 




THIS PROGRAM MULTIPLIES THE FOLLOWING MATRICIES - DT TIMES o, INVERTED TIMES OT, TIMES R. 
DT IS THE TRANSPOSE OF THE DERIVATIVE MATRIX. 
THE LEAST SQUARES FIT PERFORMED GIVES BEST CHANGES TO BE MADE IN PARAMETERS. 
UNCERTAINTIES FOR EACH PARAMETER ARE CALC. 




1 1 DPI( l3 1 13t ,U(l3 1 13),0X(13),0PSC1~ , 131 PRI NT 1u~ , (IR,l~l 
PR INT 109 
DO 20 I = l ,IR 
PRI NT 101 , (QT( I,J) t J -= l,IS ) 
20 PRI NT 10 5 
PRINT 105 
PRINT 110 
PRIN T 102, (R(l), I= 1,1$) 
PRIN T 105 
CALL FITCIR,IS,OT,R,OEL,OPI,U,DPS) 
RSUM = 0.0 
DO 30 I = 1,IS 
30 RSUM = RSUM+R(I)**2 
PRI NT 106, (RSUM) 
AR=IS-1 
RSUM =RSUM/AR 
SD=OSQR TC RSUM I 
WRI TE(6 1 ll2) SO PRIN T lu5 
DO 35 I = 1 ,IS 
DO 35 J = 1,IR 
35 R(l) = R(I)-DTCJ,I)*OEL(J) 
PRIN T 111 
PRINT 102 1 (R(I), I = l,IS) RSUM = o.u 
DO 40 I = l,I S 
40 RSUM = RSUM+RC I )**2 








PRINT 103, (0X(I), I =1,IRI 
00 50 I=1,IR 
DO 50 J=l,I R 
50 U ( J 1. I t = U ( I , J ) 
PRINT 105 
PRINT 108 
PRINT 103, (DEL(I), I = l,IR) 
100 FORMAT (315) 

















102 FORMAT ClOFB.4) 
103 FORMAT (1H , 5E20.Bt 
104 FORMAT (//' NUMBER OF PARAMETERS= •12,• NUMBER OF POINTS= 'I3, 
1//) 
105 FORMAT ClH ) 
106 FORMAT (37H ORIGINAL SUM OF SQUARES OF ERRORS = ,El5.8) 
107 FORMAT C32H NEW SUM OF SQUARES OF ERRORS = ~El5e8) 
108 FORMAT C41H ADD TO ORIGINAL PARAMETERS THE ~OLLOWING) 
109 FORMAT (' THE TRANSPOSE OF THE DERIVATIVE MATRIX IS 1 ,//) 
110 FORMAT (//,• THE ORIGINAL ERRORS BETWEEN CALCULATED AND OBSERVED 1ARE 1 ,//) 
111 FORMAT (//,• THE ERRORS AFTER THE ITERATION ARE 1 ,//) 
112 FORMAT(!,• ORIGINAL STD DEVIATION= •,El5.8) 
113 FORMAT(!,• NEW STD DEVIATION= •,El5.8) 




IR IS NUMBER OF VARIABLES 
IS IS NUMBER OF OBSERVED POINTS 
DT IS THE DERIVATIVE MATRIX, IR ROWS 1 IS COLUMNS R IS THE DIFF MATRIX, COLUMN, WITH I~ ELEMENTS 
DEL IS THE VALUE TO BE ADDED TO EACH VARIABLE, A COLUMN MATRIX 
WITH IR ELEMENTS 
THIS PROGRAM SUPPLEMENTS BSTFT AND PERFORMS THE MATRIX 
MULTIPLICATIONS INDICATED IN BSTFT. 
IMPLICIT REAL*8CA-H,O-Z) . 
DIMENSION DTC131250),DELC13),R(250),DTR(l3),DP(l3,13),DPIC13,13) 
2LDPSC13,13),U(l~,l3) 
uO 30 I = 1,IR 
DTR(I) = 0.0 
DO 30 J = l,IS 30 DTR(I) = DTR(It+OT(I,J)*R(J) 
DO 40 I = 1,1R 
DO 40 J = l,IR 
DPUtJ) = 0.0 
DO 40 K = l,IS . 
40 0P(I 1 J) = OP(I,J)+OTCI,K)*DTCJ,Kt 00 6U l=l,IR 
,_ . 




DO 60 J=l,IR 
60 DPS(I,J)=DP(I J) 
CALL HDIAG(DPS,U,O,IR,NRt 
WRITE(6 112J(DPS(I,It,I=1,1R) 
112 FORMAT({X{/1' EIGENVALUES 1 ~//(10E12.5)//) 
WRITE(6 1 3)((UfltJ)!J=l,IK),I=l,IR) 
113 FORMAT({X 1 //' EIGtNVtCTORS 1 ,//(10F11.5)//) CALL GAUS~3(IR,1aOOE-30,DP,DPI,ITESTt PRINT 110 
DO 55 l=l,IR 
55 PRINT 1ll,(DPI(I,J),J=l,IRt 
110 FORMAT(//' THE INVERSE OF THE DERIVATIVE MATRIX IS'//) 111 FORMAT(10E11a3) 
IF(ITEST-1) 42,45,42 
42 PRINT 100 
45 DO 50 I = l,IR 
DEU I) = 0.0 
DO 50 J = l,IR 
50 DEL(I) = DEL(I)+OPI(I,J)*DTR(J) 





C THIS ROUTINE DIAGONALIZES H AND DETERMINES THE ROW EIGENVECTORS U 
C THIS VERSION OF HDIAG WORKS ON THE FULL MATRIX, NOT JUST THE UPPER HALF. c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION H(13,13t, U(l3,13t, X(l3), IQ(l3) M = 1 
FN = N 
DO 10 I = M,N 
DO 10 J = M,N 
10 U(I{J) = 0.0 
DO 2 I = M,N 
12 U(l,It = 1.0 
15 NR = 0 
SUM = OeO 
DO 16 I = M,N 
DO 16 J = ltN 
16 SUM= SUM+Htl,J)**2 
\0 
0\ 
SUM=DSQRT (SUM/ ( FN*FN\) '.. 
SUM = SUM*l.OOE-08 
19 N1 = N-1 
N2 = N-2 
20 IFCN2) 1000,40,22 
22 00 39 I = M,N2 
K = 1+1 
XMAX = 0.0 
00 25 J = K,N 
IF(OABS(H(l,J))-XMAX) 25,25,23 
23 XMAX=DABS(H(l,J)) 
IQS = J 
25 CONTINUE 
IQ(I) = IQS 
39 XCI) = XMAX 
40 XCNl) = H(Nl,N) 
IQ(N1t = N 
41 ZMAX = 0.0 
00 43 I = M,Nl 
IFCX(II-ZMAX) 43,43,42 
42 ZMAX = X(l) 
IPIV = I 
43 CONTINUE 
JPIV = IQCIPIV) 
IFCZMAX-SUMt 1000,1000,150 
150 NR = NR+l 
Zl = H(IPIV,IPIV) 
Z2 = H(JPIV,JPIV) 
Z3 = H(IPIV,JPIV) 
Z4 = 4eO*Z3**2 
Z5 = CZl-Z2t**2 
Z6 = (Z2-Z1t*Z3 
IF(DABSCZ5/Z4)-10.0) 50,52,52 
50 SINSQ=0.5-0.5*DSQRT(Z5/(Z4+Z5)) 
GO TO 55 
52 TC2 = Z4/Z5 
SINSQ = Oe25*TC2*Cl.0-0.75*TC2*Cl.0-0.833333333333*TC2*(l.0-0.875* 
1TC2*Cl.O-Oe9*TC2*C1.0-0.91666666667*TC2*Cl.0-0.92857142857*TC2* 
2C1.0-0.9375*TC2)) ))))) 




85 SINE = -S NE 
















HIPIP = COSSO*Zl+SINSO*Z2+SCH 
HJPJP = COSS O*Z2+SINSO*Z1-SCH DO 100 I = M,N 
HIPI = H(IPIV,I) 
HJPI = H(JPIV,I) 
HCIPIV,I) : COSINE*HIPI+SINE*HJPI 
H(JPIVfiJ = -SINE*HIPI+COSINE*HJPI 
HCI,IP V) = HCIPIVrl) 
HCI 1 JPIVJ = HCJ PIVfl) H(I~IV,IPIV) =HIP P 
h(JPIV,JPIV) : HJPJP 
H(IPIV,JPIV) = 0.0 
HCJPIV,IPIV) = 0.0 
IDF = JPIV-IPIV 
DO 220 INT = IPIV,JPIV,I OF 
IPM = INT+l 
IF(IPM-N) 220,201,201 
XMAX = 0.0 
DO 210 I : IPM,N 
IFCOABS(H(INT,IJ)-XMA X) 2 10,210,205 
XMAX=DABS(HCINT,IJJ 
IQS = I 
CONTINUE 
X(INTJ = XMAX 
IQCINT) = IQS 
CONTINUE 
00 2 60 INT = IPIV,JPIV r iDF 
IPM = INT-1 
IFCIPM) 260,260, 2 29 
DO 250 I = M,IPM 
IF(IQ(I)-INTJ 240,230 ,240 
K = 1+1 
XMAX=DABS(H(I,INTJJ 
I QS = I NT 
DO 238 J = K,N 
IF(OA BS (HCIIJ))-XMAX) 238,238 ,236 
XMAX=DABS CH I,J)) 
I QS = J 
CONTINUE 
X( I) = XMAX 
1 Q ( I J = I QS 
GO TO 250 
IF COABS(H(I,INT))-X(I )) 250,250 , 245 
X(I ) =OABS(H(I,INT)) 






















DO 550 I = M,N 
UIPI = U(IPIV,H 
UJPI = U(JPIV,I) 
U(IPIV,It = COSINE*UIPI+SINE*UJPI 
U(JPIV,I) = -SINE*UIPI+COSINE*UJPI 
GO TO 41 
N1 = N-1 
00 655 J = l,N1 
XMAX = H(J,J) 
JQ = J 
Jl = J+1 
DO 645 I = J1,N 
IF(H(I,It-XMAXa 645,645,643 
XMAX = HCI,I) 
JQ = I 
CONTINUE 
TEMP = HCJ J) 
HCJ,Jt = HIJQ,JQa 
H(JQ!JQ) = TEMP 
00 6~0 I = M,N 





C THIS PROGRAM INVERTS A MATRIX. 
c DIMENSION AC13,13t,XC13,13) 
DO 1 l=l,N 
DO 1 J=l,N 
1 XCI 1 Jt=O.O DO ~ K=l, N 






00 12 K=l N 












20 IF(OABS(A(l,l)J-EPt 50,50,30 
30 IF(l-NJ31,34,34 
31 lPl=l+l 
00 36 K=lPl,N 
IF(A( K,LJ)32,36,32 
\() 32 RATIO=A( K,l)/A( L,l) 
\() 00 33 J=lPl,N 
33 A(KjJJ=A(K,JJ-RATIO*A(l,J) 




40 00 43 l=l,N 
II=N+l-1 
DO 43 J=1,N 
s=o.o 
IFCII-NJ4l,43 9 43 41 I IPl=ll+l 
00 42 K=IIPl,N 































THIS PROGRAM CALCS FREQS AND INTS. FOR ORIENTED RADICALS. 
ALSO CALC. EFFECTIVE G VALUE CGEF) AND COMPUTES THE CHEMICAL 
SHIFT OF EACH SITE RELATIVE TO EACH OTHER. 
NN IS THE NUMBER OF NUCLEI WITH SPIN = e5 
ACOS & GCOS ARE THE DIRECTION COSINE MATRICES FOR A AND G TENSORS. 
ELEMENT ltJrK RELATES THE COMPONENT FOR ATOM I OF THE J-TH PRINCIPAL 
AXIS ALONu THE K-TH CRYSTAL AXIS 
A(l J) IS THE J-TH PRINCIPAL VALUE FOR THE I-TH ATOM 
UHff) IS THE 1-TH COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR POINTING ALONG THE 
DIRECTION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
DE IS THE ARRAY OF TRANSITION FREQUENCIES CALCULATED 
FINT IS THE CORRESPONDING ARRAY OF INTENSITIES 
IC IS THE NUMBER OF TRANSITIONS CALCULATED 
IMPLICIT REAL*BCA-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION ACOS(2,3,3) AC2,3) UH(3),DE(l6),FINTC16) 
lHVC2r3) 1 HVPC2,2r3),CEflot,HCOSC2,3),ABHC2,2),Sf2),fQC20), 2GCOS(2,~,3),G(2,3),PCOSC2,3) 
SCl) = 1.0 
S(2)=-l.O 
00 10 1=1,NN 
DO 10 J=1t3 
HCOS(I,J) = 0.0 
PCOSCI,JI =O.O 
DO 10 K=lr3 
PCOSCI,J)=PCOSCI,JI+UH(K)*GCOSCI,J,K) 
10 HCOS(IfJ)=HCOSCI,J)+UH(KI*ACOSCI,J,K) 
DO 15 = 1,NN 
DO 15 J = lr3 
15 HVCI1J) = 0.0 
DO 2U I = lrNN 
DO 20 J = 1 3 
CAS= HCOSCitJI*A(I,J) 
DO 20 K = 1,~ 20 HV(I,K) = HV(I,K) + CAS*ACOSCI,J,K) 
1=1 GEF=O.O 
DO 32 K=l,3 
32 GEF=GEF+fPCOSCI,K)*GCI,K))**2 GEF=DSQRT(GEF) 
DO 30 I = 1,NN 









DO 3C K = 1,3 
30 HVP((,J,KJ = H*UH(K)-0.5*S(J)*HV(I,KJ 
DO 40 I = 1rNN 
DO 40 J = 1 2 
ABH(I,Jt = 0.0 
00 35 K = 1,3 
35 ABH((,J) = ABH(I,J) + HVP(I,J,KI**2 
40 ABH(I,Jt=DSQRT(ABH(I,J)) 
00 50 I = 1,NN 
CE(I) = 0.0 
00 45 J = 1,3 
45 CE(I) = CE(IJ + HVP(I 11,J)*HVPfit2,J) 50 CE(I) = CE(I)/(ABH(I, J•ABH(I 1 2)J NN2 = 2*NN 
NNTT = 2*•(2*NN) 
HNNT = 2**NN 
00 55 I = l,NN2 55 IQ(I) = 1 
IC = 0 
DO 70 I = 1,NNTT 
IC = IC+l 
OE(ICJ = 0.0 
FINT( IC) = 1.0 
00 60 J = lrNN 
Jl = IQ(J) 
J2 = · IO(NN+J) 
FINT(ICt = FINT f iCJ*(l.O-S (Jl)*S(J2t*CE(J)) 
60 OE{IC) = OE(ICt + SCJlt*ABH(J,1) + S(J2J*ABH(J,2) OE(IC) = 0.5*DE(IC) 
FINT(ICl = FINT(ICJ/HNNT 
J = 1 
64 IFCIOCJt-2) 66,65,66 





J = J+l 
GO TO 64 
IQ(J) = 2 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT (lH tl0Fll.5) 
DO 200 I=l IC 
















THIS PROGRAM SETS UP DIRECTION COSINES FOR THE PLANAR 
RADICAL IN THE CRYSTAL AXIS SYSTEM. THEN THE ANGLES FOR 
TWISTA WAG, FLAP, AND HCH ANGLE ARE USED TO RE-ORIENT THE 
RAOIC L. THE DC'S ARE CHANGED FOR A CHANGE IN ANY OF THESE PARAMETERS. 
ACit AND 8(1) -KNOWN VECTORS IN THE ORIENTED RADICAL. 
IMPLICIT REAL*BCA-H,O-Z) 





D=DCOS ( HHCH) 
E=DCOS(CANG) 
DO 10 I=l,3 
CHlCI)=D*A(It+E*BCI) 
10 CH2CIJ=D*A(I)-E*BCI) CAll CROSSP(Y,CHl,XlJ 
CALL CROSSPCY,CH2,X2) 
DO 15 I=l,2 
DO 15 J=l,3 





DO 20 M=l,2 
DO 20 1=1,3 GO TO C30,40),M 30 ACOSCM,J,I)=CHl(l) 
ACOSCM,K,I)=Y(I) 
ACOSCM,L,I)=Xl(l) 
GCOSCM,J,I)=ACf) GCOSCM,K,IJ=BC ) 
GCOSCM,l,I)=YCI) 
































DO 50 1=1,2 
00 50 J=l,3 
DO 50 K=l,3 
OECOSCI,J,Kt=ACOS(I,J,KI 
50 GECOSfltJ,K)=GCOS(I,J,K) 








THIS PROGRAM CALCS THE CROSS PRODUCT BETWEEN TWO VECTORS. 
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H,O-Z ) 
DIMENSION A(3),B(3),C( 3 t 
C(l)=A(2)*B(3)-A(3)* B( 2) 
CC2t=A(3)*B(l)-A(lt*B( 3) 
C(3)=A(l)*B(2)-A(2)*B( l ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE AXR(A,ACOS ,ANGLE) 
.. 









DIMENSION A(3),ACOS(2 1 3,3),ROTM(3,31fROTMT(3,3t,AR(3,3),S(3,31 l,Sl(3,3tiDCOSlt3,3t,OcOS2(3,3),0COS3 3,3),0COS4(3,3) 
E=DSORT( .O-A(3)**2J 
00 10 1=1,3 














DO 20 1=1,3 




ARC 2, U=-G 
AR(2,2)=F 
AR(3,3)=1.0 




DO 30 J-=1,3 
DO 30 K=1J3 
DCOSlCK,J =ACOSCI,J,K) 
30 OCOS2CK,J)=ACOS(L J,K) 
CALL GMPRDCSl,DC0~1,DCOS3,3,3,3) 
CALL GMPRD(S1,DCOS2,DCOS4,3,3,3) 
DO 40 J=l,3 














DO 10 l=l,N 
IJ=I-N 










1--' SUBROUTINE GMPRD(A,S,R,H,N,Ll 
0 c 
V1 c THIS PROGRAM WILL CALC THE PRODUCT OF 2 MATRICES. c 





DO 10 K=l,L 
IK=IK+M 





DO 10 I=l,M 
JI=JI+N 
IB=IB+l 











2 13.70 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. .ooo1.o 
.675092 .455907 -.579999 
.269381 .579567 .769115 
o.o o.o o.o 120. -29. -61. -91. -2 
-61. -91. 2.0042 2.00353 2.00242 
1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 
1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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.96592 o.o .25882 





1.0 o.o o.o 





o.o 1.0 o.o 









19.39 15.49 29.21 
.86603 .50000 o.o 




18.31 31.75 12.87 26.31 
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